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ALHUQUEHQUE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY

VOLUME 20
DEATH CAUSED

IN THE WORLD

,

OF AMERICAN

BY ACCIDENTS

POLITICALISM

OR INTENTION
A

Oversight That Papers Xr
Over Oklahoma and Indian
Territory Blaze of Rejoicing.

THE

NUMBER 145

1900.

AFFAIRS IN

ESTEEMED
UNCLE OF

RUSSIA NOW

PRESIDENT

QUITE BAD

at

Joining Peasant

'

EXPULSION

Visits
Officer and Citizen Killed in Of Reed Smoot-Bry- an
Oouma and Talks With
Philippines-Briti- sh
Are
Leaders of Body.
Killed in Egypt.

JUN. U,

STATEHOOD BILL PASSED
THE HOUSE AT 5:20

Negro Soldier Fatally The Wisconsin Republican
Delayed By
State Convention DeWounded at Target
Not Sent
mands of Their
Practice.

DEADLY EXPLOSION IN SHIP SENATORS

EVENING.

DEMOCRATS GENERALLY
ARE NOT WELL PLEASED

His Home on
Died
adoption of the American fiag. Special Troops
exelci!s were n!'d 'n n" of the
schools and high schools of the Class From Which They
Long
Today
city. The Children assembled In the
puids of the school houses, the flags
Were Recruited.
After
were raised and the children sang
patriotic songs.
In every Instance
one or more addresses of a historical
and patriotic nature, were delivered
by Botne of the teachers.
The rais- COSSACKS WEARY OF WORK LONG AND SEVERE ILLNESS
ing and greeting of the fiag on Gov
ernors island and at the various'
forts around this city were also In- Which Has Degraded Their Able Lawyer, He Occupied
teresting features of the flag day celebration.
Peo-

Island

a

Former Name as

Daughters of Revolution.
Indianapolis, Ind., June 14. The
ple's Defenders.
Daughters of the American Revolution will give an entertainment today- In honor of Flag Day.
The day
St. Petersburg,
June 14. Such
was observed throughout
the city shrewd judges of the situation as
and special extrclses were held In all LProf. Mulekoff,
of Cue consti
the public schools.
tutional democrats, are growing pesPutnam Cottage Dedicated.
simistic dally. The radical elements
Greenwich, Conn., June!. Today In
the lower house of parliament are
being Flag Day, has been selected for
the dedication of Putnam Cottage as getting more and more out of control,
a colonial musem under the charge of and events In the interior are marchthe local chapter of the Daughters of ing so rapidly that
'people almost
the American Revolution, Governor doubt whether the surrender of the
government to the demand of a reRoberts and his staff, several
of the state, Congressman Hill sponsible ministry
would not now
and Senator Morgan G. Bulkeley of Ccnie too late. The leaders, conseConnecticut, General James O'Brien, quently, are 'preparing for any and
of New York,
Benjamin all eventualities.
. l racy, the Rev. Dr. R. S. MsArthur.
The authority of the 'parliament is
General O. O. Howard and many other growing constantly in very part of
distinguished men will be in at ten the country, and if the extreme eledance and a number of them will de ments can be held in check a little
longer, the leaders hope that when
liver addresses.
The Putnam Cottage was for a time the crisis does come the government
General Putnam's headquarters
and will realize the futility of resistance.
there he was surprised by the British On the other band, the agrarian moveon the day of his famous ride down ment, which Is now extending in all
me stone steps. The cottage was directions,
threatens the parliabought five years ago by the the late ment as well as the government,
increasingly
colonel Henry H. Adams of Green and it is
manifest
wlch, who induced other wealthy men that the troops brought from the
to Join him In presenting it to the villages are now siding with the
Putnam Hill Chapter of the Daughters peasants, from which class they were
of the American Revolution. At about recruited. Even the Cossacks are bethat time the chapter unveiled the ginning to rebel against the odious
tablet on Putnam Hill commemorating work of holding the people In subjecthe Connecticut General's ride. The tion.
cottage has been thoroughly furnished
A Cossack member of the lower
by the chapter, which raised $3,000 house claims to have received 1,000
for that purpose several years ago. letters from Cossack soldiers, saying
The house contains a great many that they are tired of playing the role
pieces or furniture and other objects of oppressors of the people, and adof great historical interest. It is the ding that their time honored name of
intention that the house shall be Cossack, formerly synonymous with
used as a meeting place for the chap- brave protectors of the
country
ter and is to be opened on two days a against the ravages of savage hordes
week to the general public.
on the border lands, Is now anathe
matized, and they desire to right the
wrongs they have been compelled to
ESLAVI0 VIGIL PLACED
inflict on the nation.

nation could not have two new
Washington, D. C, June 14. (Bul-tt;iletm, 4 p. m.) The house at 5:zo staus trom the two territories
Senator Money, who visited
Madison, Wis., June 14. The re- adopted the conference report on the
Mo., Juue 14. Albert
St. Louis,
now go to
a number of time while his
will
bill,
which
statehood
passtoday
convention
publican
I,
was
state
Terrell, a negro, private, Troop
son was a distinguished citizen otthe
fatally wounded, In all probability, ed a resolution calling on Senators the president for his signature.
territory,
charged sectionalism
as
while acting as marker, duriug target Spooner and iJiFollette.to vote to ex- Washington, D. C, June 14. At preventing two states from the two
Mad13.
of
L.
Eaton
Smoot.
pel
Reed
tracttce at the Arcadia, Mo., ritie
adopted
evening
senate
the
6:20
territories,
last
and provoked the senate
ranee. A steel bullet flew wide of the i lson was nominated for governor.
the conference report on the state- by declaring one western mail to be
exbulls eye, struck the lower horizontal
is
It
division.
without
hood bill
the equal of five men from the effete
round of the steel frame supporting RUSSIAN POPULAR LEADERS
that the conference report will east, mentally, morally and IntellectEXPLAIN VIEWS TO BRYAN, pected up
today,
pass
the paper target and bounded downand
come
in the house
ually. Senator Balky withdrew his
St. Petersburg, June 14. William but it may be delayed until tomorrow. opposition on the ground that while
wards. Terrel was standing In the
concrete pit behind the butts, staring J. Bryan was an interested spectator
It was not what he desired, any kind
upward to watch the striking point of the proceedings In the lower house OVERSIGHT CAUSES
of statehood is better than none at
During the
DELAY IN HOUSE. all.
ot the bullet, which penetrated his of parliament today.
j
breast and lungs. The accident is agrarian debate, Bryan occupied a Washington, D. C, June 14. HamAlice L. Richardson has been apsaid probably to be the first of Its seat in the diplomatic box, as the ilton of Michigan, chairman of the pointed postmaster at Albatross. The
kind in the history of army rifle range. guest of Ambassador Meyer, and tur committee on territories, just before president has signed the pension of
ine thp recess Brvan discussed the the house went into committee of the Blanchard for $30. Andrews has seHORRIBLE EXPLOSION
situation with some leaders of the whole today called up the conference
pension division the
ON ENGLISH SHIP. house, who appeared anxious to ex- report on the statehood bill. Tawney, cured from the
of 110 for Edward Johnson
Liverpool, June 14. Five men were press their views to the distinguished chairman of the committee on appro- allowance
of Albuquerque.
priations, who is anxious to get the
killed and sdme forty others were American.
sundry civil bill out of the way, asked OKLAHOMA AND INDIAN
wounded by a terrific explosion on the
if the bill would engender any extendBritish steamer Haverford, this morn- ANNUAL ENCAMPMENT OF
TERRITORY ARE REJOICING.
ing. Some of the injured it is believed
GRAND ARMY OF REPUBLIC. ed debate. Hamilton assured him it
Guthrie,
Okla., Juno 14. Great re
explosion
andiscovered
was
cause
It
of
the
die.
The
will
would not. Then
Paterson, N. J., June 14. The
joicing
here
last night when It tocame
are
there
but
other
undetermined,
yet
nor
bill
as
is
the
nual encampment of the Grand Army that neither the
rumors that it was caused by an in of the Republic of this state opened papers were on the speaker's desk, the known that the statehood bit bad
accepted by the senate. INearly
fernal machine. The Haverford, with here this morning with a business senate not having communicated its been
passengers, arrived here yesterday session. The attendance
quite action on the statehood bill to the every Inhabitant of, the city wJnt Into
is
and Joined in the demonfrom Philadelphia. The vessel, which large and the city is full of strangers house. Hamilton, greatly disappointed, the streets discharging
by
fire arms and
is owned by the International Naviga- who have been attracted by the en was compelled to postpone action on stration
fire works. The whistles blew ind the
tion company, landed her passengers campment. The grand parade win De the bill until later In the day.
bells rang for over an hour.
yesterday; and the stevedores were in held this afternoon and it is expecttti
Indian Territory the Same.
he act of loosening the steamship's that several hundred veterans will be SOME PROVISIONS OF THE
Muskogee, I. T., June 14. Here and
STATEHOOD BILL.
hatches when suddenly a violent ex- in line. Other military and ctvic
throughout Indian Territory there was
Evenrng Citizen.
plosion occurred. It blew off the
will also take part in the Special to The
Washington, I. C, June 14. The great rejoicing last night, over the aphatches, rent the decks and hurled parade. The line of march is nearly
the dead and wounded in all direct- four miles long and, as many of tne statehood bill passed the senate yes parent near approach of statehood.
to set
ions. Several bodies were dismem- veterans are too feeble to march so terday at 6:25 p. m by virtually a A movement has been started feigning
The cargo, long a distance, arrangements have unanimous vote. It iprovides for the aside the day following the
bered. Fire followed.
consisting o linseed oil cakes, was been made for carriages in which they election of delegates to a constitu- of the bill as a holiday.
soon blazing fiercely, but after two will ride. A large reviewing stand has tional convention nt thenayNovember ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS
vote as
and a yea and
hours, the fire was subdued.
been erected in front of the city hall. election
BANISHED FROM HOMES.
cne state shall be formed
whether
to
re
Another Theory Proposed.
lie
will
marchers
the
and there
Washington, D. C, June H- The
It
The report that the explosion on the viewed by tne commandery officers out of Arizona and New Mexico.
house committee on alcoholic liquor
Haverford was due to an Infernal ma and his staff, the mayor and a large they vote in favor of Joint statehood,
will
be traffic today authorized a favorable
chine arose from the finding of a number of prominent officials and in- a constitutional convention
held on December 3, at Santa Fe. report of the Terrell bill prohibiting
wooden hox. a foot sauare. in one of vited gueBts.
Delegates will receive pay for not the sale of alcoholic"lllnor3 in 'build... the holds.
The ox was only partly
UNDER PEACE BONDS
more than sixty days in forming the ings and on premises owned or leasshattered, and still contained pieces
Sixty days after the ed by the United States government.
constitution.
IS
of steel machinery. The officials of
constitutional convention, an election The prohibition includes the sale of IT IS SAID HIS
the International Navigation company
ARREST TODAY
shall be held on whether or not the liquor on the government reservasay they believe the explosion was
WAS ILLEGAL AND INTEREST-INconstitution shall bo adopted. At this tions of Old Point Comfort, Va., Hot
due to ienition of gas given off by
DETAILS MAY FOLLOW.
NOW
election all state officers and all coun- Springs, Ark., and In several hotels
naptha soap, which formed a part of
ty
officers will be elected. The bill as In Yellowstone ipark.
cargo.
Eslavlo Vigil, the Barelas politician,
the
passed, carries all the provisions of
Latest Theiry Given Out.
who had some trouble the other day
Hamllton-Beveridgpro- RATE BILL IS BEING
bill.
The
the
disaster
was
the
said
that
Later it
Boston. Mass., June 14. The spring
CONSIDERABLY
CHANGED. with Deputy Sheriff Montoya, the latfor schools is
apparently was caused by the ex racing season of the Country club vision of $5,000,000large
ter being placed under a peace bond
grants.
made,
land
D.
as
are
also
14. The
Washington,
June
C,
naptha.
The
of
InPlosion of a barrel
by Justice Craig, was himself today
will open this afternoon with four
pass
tomorrow
will
"house
bill
bill
the
The
on
the
railroad
rate
conference
nine.
death list now totals
for and be signed by the president on today eliminated
arrested by Deputy Sheriff Coulter,
teresting races and one minor
the provision.. which and
was taken this afternoon by the
hacks. The priclpal events of the day Friday.
'salincreasing
been
the
inserted
had
AMERICANS ARE KILLED
officer to the county Jail, where he
for "The
will be the steeplechase
secretary
assistant
IN THfc PHILIPPINES.
aries
and
of
the
the DEMOCRATS ARE NOT
secretary of the interstate commerce remained some few minutes, although
Washington, D. C, June 14. Gen- Duke's Cud.' named in honor of
Hubbell and
the Duke of
VERY WELL PLEASED, commission, and provides that the bill Messrs. Thomas S.
eral Leonard Wood cabled from Ma- famcus steeplechaser
Frank A. Hubbell offered to go on an
The distance is about two and Special to The Evening Citizen.
sixty
days
within
Bhall
take
effect
nila to the war department under toappearance bond for Vigil. The deputy
a half miles and the winner receives
day's date, as follows:
D. C June 14. In the;ter its passage. Discussion then
sheriff declined to accept any kind of
wnicn
and
subject
on
line
'Yesterday's dispatch from Briga a nurse of $2,000 and tine cup,
lateral
of
yesterday
afternoon
the:ed
the
of
a bond, and after Vigil had languished
is valued at $250. Next in importance statehood bill by the senate, Morgan, anti-pas- s
of
amendments,
neither
dier General Tasker H. Bliss reports comes
In Jail for a short time, the prisoner
race for tne Challenge cup, of Alabama, predicted that the
the
indicaThe
of.
disposed
Ed
were
which
Lieutenant
of
First
murder
the
was taken
by the Country club and
before Justice Miguel
anti-pas- s
$5,000,-0iamend
the
are
tions
that
the
ward . Bolton and a citizen named nrnsented
worth
of
land
and
won three
old town, and, without any
Include Chaves, ofbeing
n the nig'ht of valued at $2u0. It must be property
would ment will be redrafted,
to
Benjamin Christian,
public
cash
schsols,
in
for
becoming the
evidence
offered
establish the
June ti. about forty .mles souin ot times before
induce hoih territories to accept the most of the exemptions made by the fact that Vigil was a to
dangerous perThe distance Is the jointure.
nf the .winner.
amendment.
howffer,
senate
that
regretted,
Davao."
He
son, ho was placed under a $2no peace
in the race for the Duke's
Davao is a town situated on the same as tliA
bond, the bondsmen being Frank A.
flml
winner also receives a
gulf of that name, on the south side run
Hubbell and Tomas Apodaca. This ar
purse
$1,000.
of
500
Mindanao,
about
of
island
of the
racing day will be Satur
rest of Vigil, which now smacks of
next
The
Manila.
from
milts
persecution, is not only the outcome
day, when five races are on the pro
:f the recent trouble lie had with Dep-ulgram. The two principal races are
ENGLISH OFFICERS MEET.
Sheriff Montoya, but politics
DEATH IN EGYPT. the St. Botholpf selling steeplechase
which permeates the
Harelas preCarlo, June 14. Captain S. C. Hull, and the Myopia steeplechase. The St.
cinct. It Is likely, when Judge Ah- of the Slxtn dragoons, was killed, and Itotliolph is over a distance of about
l)tt rt turns to the city, the matter
lour ether British officers were badly two and a half miles and for a Ispurse
for
of the arrest of Vigil, which it is
injured by the natives, near Tan Tag of $1,000; the Myopia race
ot
was Illegal, will be brought
claimed,
yesterday. The affair appears to be hunters registered under the rules
Canadian
before his honor, and some exceed
the outcome of the recent Pan Islamic the N. S. and H. A. oris the
ingly interesting details may be ex
over a disIt
Hunt association.
campaign carried on during the
pected.
dispute over the Tabah boun- tance of two miles and a half and rs
Twenty-Nin- e
for a purse of $1,000.
dary.
The last and most important racing
THE DEATH OF DAVID
NEBRASKA STATE UNIVERday will be iwxt Monday, when the
the
steeplechase,
SITY COMMENCEMENT. Middlesex selling
BACA GOES UNAVENGED
Lincoln, Neb., June 14. The annual Country Club Grand Annual," steeplecommencement exercises of the Ne- chase and the race tor the National
Special to The Evening Citiz. n.
braska State university will be held Hunt cup will come off. The Grand
Socorro, N. M., June 14
The killthis afternoon and evening. General Annual carries a prize of $230, including :f David liaea at Socorro, on the
Nelson A. Miles will be the iprincipal ing a cup valued at $250, presented
D. C, June 14. One street, where the first American Hag evening of December 3, llMCi,
Washington,
by
years ago was made by Iletsy Koss, after a de- - Feline ISaca, goes unavenged. The
orator of the day.
by a member and is over a distance ot hundred and twenty-nin- e
sign
by
and
Washington,
congress
General
lopted
to
the
stars
about two and a half miles.
the
today
w,
go
a be
States government.
stripes as the national emblem of the X.nlted
RED MEN INITIATE
tho wtek( )ie.
of
L
purchase
of
hisANNUAL CONVENTION OF
,,,
am
anniversary
funds for tho
the
the
I'nited States
Ige ,,arl.
liWTe(8 that the
VIRGINIA BANKERS. that event is duly observed through- - torical house, which is a modest two
MANY NEW MEMBERS
was Jutifled
killing
and
11.
Va.,
June
cere
appropriate
CVmfort,
u
by
country
s.ory uric sirucuiie, e.e raised
out the
Old Point
ln a verdict of acquittal. Thus
Virginia
of
interesting
the
Hag
Hetsy
and
Koss
the American
monies. One of the most
The annual convention
.s pri)l)ilbv
m()st ,raKic
PREPARAne of ,
ARE MAKING GREAT
Hankers' association opened here to- celebrations will be held in Phila- Memorial association and every cent ,,.,, w ... ,"ho n,,.,.,
,,f
TIONS FOR THE HOLDING OF day at the Chamberlain hotel. It will delphia, where tho little two story of tho mortgage on tho house lias
county.
THE GREAT COUNCIL HERE IN last three days and In view of tne brick structure No. I'liU Arch street, been paid off. Tho exorcises will
TIidul,') over three years
have
excellent
BEREPRESENTATIVES
where Uetsy Itoss made the first take place at the Hetsy Itoss house passed, the killing Is yet fresh in the
large attendance and the
JULY
prepared
Genthis afternoon. Tho building will be minds of many. The two men met
American flag after a design of
program which has been
ING APPOINTED.
promises to be highly interesting and eral Washington will be transferred formally presented by the president in front of the Windsor hotel. Doth
WinImpreserveu
of the Memorial Association to the were armed, and a pitched battle
to the government to be
At the regular meeting of the
successful. H. S. Hansbrough of
President government of the I'nited States and
memorial.
proved Order of Red Men, held at diest tr, Is the president of the organ- as a national
(1.
The man who was killed Is
Roosevelt has been Invited to attend will be received to be forever preserv-th- e alleged to have fired first. 7'clipe
their lodge rooms on West Gold ave- ization.
ad-I ed as a national immortal.
celebration and to deliver an
President liaea was town marshal of Socorro at
nue, last evening, a largo class of "InRoosevelt has been invited to deliver tin. time h,. shot Ikivid l!ar-adress.
dians" was initiated into the mys- M'KINLEY COUNTY
The
Tho stars and stripes are waving an address, but that. part of tho pro- - ,...
(,f DoiiKhertv & Griffith con- teries of the lodge. After the regular
city gram may be subject to a change
meeting a smoker was held in honor
District AUor- DISTRICT COURT from every public building in this
dueled t'le defense.
of business,
today and thousands
of Grand Sachem Godehaux, who Is
ncv W'ollord was assisted in the pros-- j
are also
s
Kentucky Largely Observes It.
houses and
here from Gallup arranging for the
ecu: ion by Attorney Eiflgo I5:ie:i.
INDICTBRINGS
lxuilsville, Ky., June 14. It is prob- decorated with the national emblem.
holding of the Great Council in this GRAND JURY
MENTS AGAINST SLAYERS OF In accordance with custom the sev- - ably due to the energetic agitation b 'nnltfl-- l OIDPDC ADF
city ia July.
ALSO, eral thousand employes of the pension the American Flag Association, which
KiULKj nKC
TORRES
FRANCISCO
This evening a meeting of the SisCHARGE. Li bureau and many employes of the sent requests to the mayors of all!
RANSOM,
THOMAS
ters of Pocahontas will be held in
THE FAVORED ONES
WITH ASSAULT.
I'nited States printing office joined cities in the country, as well as to
Red Men's hall, and a large number
of
e
great
newspapers,
court
officers
all
mem-tbthe
which
in
the
initiated,
and
after
celebration
a
in
new
members
of
'
The numerous members of the
Pension building. The principal bers of patriotic societies and all
i
a social dance will be hold, to which
Special to The Evening Citizen.
features were several addresses and school officers, asKing them to do all Hough Riders, living ln New Mexico
all members of the tribe and visiting
will
in tneir power to nrmg aoout a gen- -' and Arizona, are in receipt of an inGallup, N. M., June 14. The
the singing of patriotic selections.
Red Men are invited. A tally-h- o
er.al celebration of Flag Day, the day vitation to attend a lawn fete given
McKinley county grand Jury, in
call for the members at their homes
was more generally observed today by Mrs. Ailyn Capron, widow of CapPublic Schools Observe It.
session here, has returned true
free of charge provided their adPhiladelphia, Pa., June 11. "Flag; than In any former year. Here as tain ("apron, who was killed in Cuba,
South Second
bills against Venceslado Gallegos
dresses are left at
Hay" is generally observed here to- - well as in nearly every other city of at the home f her uncle. Colonel C.
and liraulio Fialpando, charging
street.
I'orii r. of t!ie Marine corps, at his
day. The Stars and Stripes are dis- - this state exercises in honor of the
them with the murder of FranGreat preparations are being made
on all public and many ot her lU'.ith anniversary of the American Washington resilience, Juno 15, at
Torres. The killing took
played
cisco
for tin' holding of the Great Council
,
which time a movement to erect a mebuildings and the city presents aillag were held today.
place at Gibson last April. A
here. At their last meeting the Ui,-monument in the Arlington
morial
holiday appearance. In all tne pni.nci
true ' bill was also returned
Vegas Red Men appointed F. E.
National cemetery to the memory of
Addresses of Historical Character.
'Iii' iuas Ransom, who
usainst
schools special exercises in honor in-of
Barnes as representative to the Great
Keys,
I.leuteuaut
New York, JuneH. The Stars and Captain Capron,
was charged with assault with a
the day were held. The most
Council, and other territorial tribes
Altogether, a
deadly weapon. The jury Is still
teresting feature of today's celebra Stripes are displayed from all public first lituienant of the troop that went
will elect delegates.
this city, nd other
grinding.
tion Will be ttie lormai preneiuai uii buildings in this city today In honor to the war from
largo crowd is expected here for that
anniversary
of the Hough liiders, who lie burled there.
of the Hetsy Koss house on Arch! of the 129th
occasion.
e

New-Mexic-

i

'

,

RACING SEASON
OPEN

L

e

lea-d-e-

l-- e

Prominent Places in Gift
of Democracy.

Sayvllle, L. I., June 14. Robert B.
Roosevelt, uncle of the president, died
early today. He had been ill for ser-er- al
months.
Mr. Roosevelt, was 76 years old.
and had been a life long democrat.
He practiced law for twenty years,
retiring In 1871 to devote himself to
literature md statecraft. He was the
editor of the New York Cltlaen for
several years, an alderman of New
York Clty.'a member of congress for
1873-chairman of the executiye
committee of seventy In the fight, '
against the Tweed ring, United States
minister to the Netherlands 1888-9- 0.
and treasurer of the national committee at the time of Cleveland's second election.
6,

WILL PROBABLY

BE

MADE MAJOR GENERAL.
Washington, I). C, June 14. General George F. Elliott, the commandant of the marine corps, will probably
le made a major general, at least a
provision to this effect is contained in
the Naval bill as It has been reported
from the naval committee. General
Elliott has been urging the depart
ment to give the commandant the
rank of major general on the ground
that he commands officers and men
which exceed that ordinarily under
the control of a major general In the
army; and with the additions which
have 'been made to the marine corps.
together with the responsibilities de
volving upon the commandant of that
branch, it is agreed that the request
for an advance of rank Js Justified. At
the same time the provision in the
bill is so worded that it would give
the present incumbent the rank of
major general, to his successors only
the rank of brigadier general.

PROMINENT, 80CIETY
L
-PEOPLE ARE WED.
New York, June 14. MIsb Fanny
OFFICIAL INQUIRY INTO
Iselln, daughter of C. Oliver Iselin,
DEATH OF FATHER GAPON. the prominent clubman and yachtsSt. Petersburg, Juno 14. An official man, and Philip Llvermoro will be
Inquiry into the death of Fr. Gapon quietly married this afternoon at the
has resulted ln the verdict that he was Iselin country place near New Hoch-ellon the Sound. Owing to the remurdered by Rulenberg and two accomplices. The government has form- cent death of the bridegroom's brothally demanded the extradition of Ru- er, John I.ivermore, only immediate
lenberg from Switzerland, to which members of the- two families will be
present at tne ceremony.
place he fled from Finland.

e,

r.-.-

ADJUTANT

W. S.

ASKS

FOR AN ESTIMATE

HOPEWELL HAS

POSITIVE ASSURANCE

'

Of Probable Number of Men That the Albuquerque Eastern

o

0

OUR NATIONAL FLAG DAY

IS

LARGELY CELEBRATED

Anglo-Turkis-

h

Years Ago
One Hundred and
Today Congress Adopted the Stars and
Stripes as Young Nation's Banner.

,

1

o,,m

,

en-hi-

.

private-residence-

'''

j

in Militia Companies Who
Will Attend the
ENCAMPMENT

AT AUSTIN,

Built and in a
Short Time.

Will Be

TLXAS OPINION

In this morning's mail Captain P..
Ruppe, of Comimny G, National Guard,
received an order from the office of
Adjutant
ln
General Tarklngten,
Santa Fe, asking him to furnish a list
of the number of men enrolled in his
company, togeher with an estimate ot
the number of men lie thought would
be able to attend the Austin, Texas,
encampment, from July 27 or 28 to
August 5, for the purpose of drilling
with the militia of the states of
Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, and tho
regular government troops.
Shortly afterwards, a message from
was
Adjutant General Tarklngton
also received by Captain Ituppe, asking him to make this report by wire
at once, from which It is Judged that
the adjutant has received orders from
the war department to find out immediately the estimated strength of the
batalllon that will be taken to Austin
at the governmi nt's oxpenso, details
of which plan was given In these col
umns same days ago in extracts from
a letter trom Governor Herbert
J.
Hagerman.
All captains of, territorial militia
have been requested to furnish an estimate to tho adjutant generals office of the probablo strengtn of their
companies for these maneuvers, eo
that the adjutant can in turn inform
tho war department of tho probable
number of men transportation, etc.,
will have to bo furnished for, as it
Is evidently the
Intention of those
having the 'matter in hand to set tho
exact dates for leaving tho territory,
remaining ln camo at Austin, and returning, as soon us possible, so that
captains of companies in the frew
Mexico Guard can have ample time
to recruit their cotupaiioes to their
full strength, with recruits who will
he uble to attend this encampment.
As a large numhtr of the present
members of Companies K and G, especially the latter, will be tillable to
Captain
the encampment.
attend
Kuppe Is anxious to enlist aa many
men as possible, men who are sure
of their ability to attend this encampment. Young men, between the agis
with
of 18 and i'5, are preferred,
preference given to all old members
of the National Guard, and to men
having previous experience In drilling. Any one wishing to enlist can
gain full information by calling ai
Company G's armory, In the Klks'
building, Tuesday or Friday nights.

ON STATEHOOD

MATTERS

Col. Wl S. Hopewell, general manager of the Albuquerque Kastern railway, returned to the city on the delayed passenger train from the east,
early this morning.
The colonel has been absent from
the city for three weeks, and while
east visited Washington, Pittsburg,
New York and Boston, on important
business matters.
When seen by a representative of
The Evening Citizen, this morning,
Colonel Hopewell said:
"My mission in the east, as far as
it relates to affairs out here, was very
successful, but I am not prepared at
present to dennitely give out the details. While it Is true that I have,
on several occasions, announced that
railroad
the Albuquerque Kastern
would be built, I return to the city
this time with positive assurance that
the road will surely be built, and that
In a very short time."
In regard to statehood, the colonel
said: "if the people of New Mexico
and Arizona turn down, at tho polls,
what we may now expect in the way
of statehood legislation from the present congress, it can bo put down as
pretty reliable authority that statehood will not come to the two southwestern territories for many years.
I therefore hope,
when the matter
comes up to be voted on, that the
voters will cast their votes for the
statehood proposition."
GERMAN EVANGELICAL SYNOD
NOW IN BUSINESS SESSION.
Schenectady, N. Y., June 14. The

annual convention of the Atlantic
District of the German Evangelical
Snyod of North America opened here
today at the German Frleuds Klrche.
The opening services will be held at
the church this evening and will be
conducted by the Itev. C. J. Noehren
of New York. Tho tlrst regular business session will be held tomorrow
morning. This morning was principally devoted to the recation of delegates
On Saturday
and sightseeing.
the
ministers a' tt tiding the conference
will make an excursion to Forest
park, ltallston lake. On Sunday afternoon the delegates will go to Albany
t
attend the services In connection
with the dedication of the bells at
the Gorman Evangelical chJnrch ill
that city. The convention will close
on Monday, when the officers for the
ensuing year will be elected.
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of hospital Interne (male) under the!
Isthmian canal commission, on the:
Isthmus of Panama, as tney may oc-cur. As an Insufficient number of
eligibles to meet the needs of ihc1
service resulted from the exnmina-- ;
tlon hold on December
litos, for;
this position, qunlified persons are
urged to enter this examination. Men
only will be admitted 1o this exnniitia-- ;
tion, for which two days will lx- - re-- i
quired. Each applicant for the Isth-- i
m inn canal xervico will be required to!
submit to the examiner, on the day he;
Is examined, a recent photograph of
himself, taken within three years,
which will le filed with his examination tapers, as a means of Identification in case he receives appointment.
photograph Is preAn unmounted
ferred. The dnte, place and name of
examination, the examination num
ber, the competitor's name, and the
year in which the photograph was
taken, should be Indicated on the pno-tograph. Age limit, 20 to 30 years on
the date of the examination; salary,
$100 per month,
witn quarters, but
without lioard and washing. Only
graduates of reputable medical schools
having not less than a three years
course, will be admitted to this examination.
.
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POSITIONS

IN THE CIVIL SERVICE
Draftsman for Philippine Service.
States civil bervice
ommlssion announces an examlna
1906, to secure elltlon on July
gibles from wihich to make certification to fill a vacancy In the position
of architectural draftsman (male) In
he Philippine service, at $1,80(1 per
flnuni, and other similar vacancies
an they may occur In that service.
Men only will be admitted to this ex
amination.

The United

v

Railroad Transportation Agent.
civil service
commission announces an examina
tion on July 5. 1S(I6. to secure eligibles
from which to make certification to
rail
lill a. vacancy in the position
road transportation agent in the Uni
ted States geological survey, per aninent of the lrterior, at $2,000
num, and vacancies as they may oc
cur In any branch of the service re
quiring simlla- - qualifications.

The United States

de-pa-

Architectural Draftsman.
The United States civil service commission announces an examlnai9(ib. to secure en
iinn m .lniv
to make certificaables from which
in the position
tion to fill a. vacancy
l architectural
r,r draftsman,
and
steel), at $100 per montth, under the
engineer of the third ngnt nouse district, at TomDkinsville. N. Y.. and va
any
cancies as they may occur in simi
branch, of the service requiring
lar qualifications.
Mechanical Draftsman.
The United States clva service
commission announces the postpone1906 (In view of
ment to June
of applivtiioun
the small number
filed), of the examination scheduled
to secure eligibles from
or June
which to make certification to fill va
cancies In the position or mecnanicai
draftsman under the Isthmian canal
commission on the Isthmus of Panama. &d thev mav occur, at salara
tanging from $1,200 to $1,800, but
usually $1,500, per annum.
Topographic Draftsman.
The United States civil service
commission announces the postpone1906 (in view oi
ment to June
the small number of applications
filed), of the examination scheduled
to secure eligioles from
for June
wliicb. to make certification to fill vacancies as they may occur in the position of topographic draftsman, department of construction and engineering, on the Isthmus of Panama,
at salaries of $100 or $125 a month,
the usual entrance salary being $100
a month. As no eligibles were secured
as the result of the examination held
on April 4, 1906, qualified persons
are urged to enter this examination.
5--

27-2-

6--

27-2-

6--

Coast and Geodetic Survey.

The United States civil service commission announces the potnponement
1906, (invlew of the
to June
27-2- 8,

mall number of applications filed),
of the examination scheduled for
to secure ellglljes from
June
'which to make certification to fill at
least six vacancies in the position of
aid in the coast and geodetic survey,
at $720 per annum each, and similar
vacancies as they may occur in that
uurvey. As the commission has experienced considerable difficulty In securing a sufficient number of eligibles
to meet the needs of the service, qualv
ified persons are urged to enter 'this
examination.
6--

Interne.
The United State civil service
commission announces the postpone1906 (In view of iii.
ment to July
filed,
email number of applications
of the examination scheduled for June
to secure el. gibles from which to
make certification to fill at least two
vacancies, at $tot per annum each,
with maintenance, in the position of
medical Interne, government hospital
for the insane, Washington, D. C, and
vacancies as they may occur In any
branch of h3 strvlce requiring slmi-Ua- r
qualifications.
The department
utates that it reserves the right to
continue or terminate sp;ointment at
the end f one year, or to promote the
appointee at tne expiration of that
length of service.
Quartermaster'
Position.
The United States civil service
commission announces an examination on July
19"6, to secure eligibles from which to make certification to fill a vacancy, at $1,500
annum. In the quartermaster's department at large, at each of the following named places, and vacancies as
they may occur In any branch of the
service, requiring
similar qualifications: Hot Springs, Ark.; Fort Creek.
Neb.; Fort Adams, R. I.; Fort Douglas. Uuh; St. Paul, Minn.; for duty
at Fort Snelling, Fort Iiwton., Wash..
Fort McPherson, da., Fort Hunt, Va.,
and Fort Washington. Md. As the
commission has experienced considerable difficulty In securing applicants
for this posit! n lo meet the needs of
the service, qualified persons are urg--to enter this examination.
Medical

6--7,
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PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED
Sewing by the day.
.North ssecond street.

CENTS

1H

WANTED Three or four-roofurnished cottage; must be close In and
reasonable. Address P. O. box, 190.
WANTED To rent three or four-roofurnished house, family of
three; no invalids. Address, Box
m

at

1.

1. U
UenUemeirs secona-tiauclothing. No. 615 South First street,
and
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
PHARMACY
ALVARADO
FOR RENT.
FOR
RENT
Rooms
at Coyote
6
First and Gold Ave.
Springs. For terms, address, T. J.
Topham, City.
FOR RENT Store room opposite the
..postofflce; possession, July 10. M.
P. Stamm.
FOR RENT Three-roolouse in
the Highlands, $12 per month. AdThe undersigned nas left on his vadress, Highlands, Citizen office.
cation and will not return to his of- FOR RENT
Pleasant front rooms for
fice un'll alKut the
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 524
WVst
Railroad avenue.
4 H OR 5TH OF JULY.
FOR RENT New,
modern
house, furnished; $20 per month:
no Invalids. Apply
1021
North
Third siree't.
FOR
RENT Two furnished front
rooms; codI, electric light, hot and
cold bath, board If desired.
516
East Coal avenue.
B. F COPP
FOR RENT Nicely fuTiilsTied
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
piano, etc., and Either rooms,
very cheap. Mrs. E. K. Norrls,
east end of viaduct. Apply at
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
store.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
FOR RENT Two pleasant, furnished
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
rooms for light housekeeping; also
Automatic Telephone, 174.
two pleasant adobe rooms for sleeping or light housekeeping. Mrs.
Rutherford, 617 South Broadway.
W AN

1

d

00000CKCWHCHO0

toPatrons,

Notice

NEW MEXICO

Capital end Surplus, $100,000

th8 Wwiteni

WANTED.

coF-tag-

B. A. SLEYSTER

INTEREST

Money to Loan
Furniture, Planoa, Organs, Horses

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE!
aa low as $10.00 and aa high
as (200.00. Loans are quickly taade
time:
One
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain la your possession. Our rate
are reasonable. Call and see ui before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
Ha West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Ooen Evenings.

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
S. Strickier, V. P. and Cashier; V.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wni. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON
Buys a lot on South Edith street.
snap for somebody. Also

A

TENT HOUSE
FOR SALE.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
110 West Gold Avenue.
Notarial

work

and

PROFESSIONAL

Ira
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

conveyancing.

At New York

R. H. E.

17

Cincinnati

New York

2

0

8

2

Batteries Ewlng and Schlel, Taylor
ana liowerman.
At Brooklyn
R. H. E.
Chicago
6 10 0
Brooklyn
2
7 2
Batteries Beebe and Moran; Eason
and Kitter.
At Boston
i H. E.
Boston
St. Louis

2

6

1

6

1
1

Batteries
Preiffer
and O'Neill;
Egan and Daub.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
Philadelphia
3 14
0
Pittsburg
o 6 1
Batteries McFarland and Gibson;
Duggleby, McCloskey and Donovan.

32

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

R.

Chicago
Washington

3

E.

3
4

4

o

Ba'teries

Smltn
Hughes and Hayden.

At St.
St. Louis
Boston

h.

und

Iouls

i

Sullivan;
R.

h.

1

8

1

0

3

0

E.

Batteries Glade and O'Connor; Di- neen and Armbruster. '
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
Cleveland
.2 9 2
New York

3

7

1

Batteries Bernhard, Rlioades and
Bemls; Chesbro and McGulre.
At Detroit
R. H. E.
Detroit
4 13 2
Philadelphia
5
7 2
Batteries Mullen and Paine; Plank
and Powers.
Western League.

At IXmver

Denver
Omaha
Batteries
Paige
Dodge and Gonding.
At Put bio
Pueblo

R. H. E.
6 10
5
9

and

5

3

Zalusky;
R. H. E.
9 15
7 7

Lincoln

6
1

Batteries
Miner, Volleudorf and
Schrant; Eyler and feinran.
s

e

MANUEL R. OTERO,

President
President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director
TKse

......

V.

.

t;

DEPOSITOET.

..,

Following the Flag.
When our soldiers went to

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, 8urplus and Profit

1

f00,00M
v.$260,OOO.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Railway Company

,oocoooooocxooooocoooooooooooa
g

YOUR ACCOUNT

$

IS WELCOME

AT THE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

first-clas-

High-Frequen- cy

-

M.

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer In return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution
to
guard the Interests or our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to Its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of its officers.
DIRECTORS.

Cuba

and the Philippines, health was the
most Important consideration. Willis
T. M.Tgan, retired Commissary Ser
jeant U. S. A., of Rural. Route No. 1,
N. H.. says:
"I was two
years tu t uba and two years In the

Philippines, and

being subject to
I took Dr. King's New Discov-ery for Consumption, which kept mej
In perfect healtn.
And now in New
Ham; shire, we find it the best medl-cine in the world for coughs, colds.
bronchial troubles and all lung dis-- j
eases. Guaranteed at all druggists
Pike 50c and $i. Trial bottle free.
1

8

O. N. MARRON.

WM. FARR.
J. A. WEINMAN. I. A DYE.
E. A. MIERA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
JAY A. HTJBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

oo

CXXZOZ0OICOCKZ3
"OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1171

L. P.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

I

GROCER

S

Flour, Grain and Provisions

S

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAIL! DAD AVENUE

0

ALBUQUERUI, N. at.

d

te

11

NOT AT HOME?
You can't feel at home when your
plumbing is all out of order. You're
HUeiy to get "all cut of order." too,
Ik

cause

of

unsanitary

conditions.

Avoid annoyance, disease and greater
expense later on by letting us get

your plumbing "thip shape," and litep-in- g
way.
it that
Supixise we look
through your house and quote you
best prices.
We carry the finest line of Garden
Hose in the city.

Standard Heating & Plumbing
Auto phone, 671.

con-dmt-

Co.

Colo., Red 284.

J. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAQO LUMBER
BHERMAN-WILI.IAM-

PAIN- T-

Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most cconomlacl, full
measure.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

-

BUILDING PATER
Always n
s,ooK'
naMcr- Llme" Cement,
-

Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

MEXICO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

.

Register.

colds,

e

m

RY.

M.

Officer and Director.
,
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOT ,
FRANK MrKEB
-.......
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLJD8

F street

Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
FOR SALE.
a. W. U. Bryan.
FOR SALE -- Horse. 21S South Wal.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
trr street.
que, N. M. Office, First National
FOR SALE 00 laying hens. Inquire Bank building.
Lusted ranch, or address Box 158.
E. W. Oobson.
.
FOR SALE Remington typewriter,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
in good condition; very cheap. 602 well block. Albuquerque, N. M.
South First, street.
DENTISTS.
txtkt SAL.U A handsome Hardman
piano, In fine condition and almost
DR.
J. E. KRAFT,
new, at a bargain. For particuDental Surgeon.
lars, call at this office.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
douole-ba- r
rUH SALE v nri-ciasthe Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
reled.
shotgun; bran new Both 'phones. Appointments made by
never has been used; one of th mail.
best makes. Call at The Citizen ot
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
flee for particulars.
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
FOR SALE Home Ice plant ; capacity hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
is one ton of Ice per day; refrig- p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
s
erator In connection. In
polntments made by mall.
Tony MSchelbach, Oid
condition.
Town.
PHYSICIANS.
FOR SALE A Vose & Son parlor
DR. R. L. HUST,
grand piano, in use only four
months, cause of selling, sickness.
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office.
Wilt sell to first fair offer. Inquire
Tuberculosis treated with
nt 702 west Coal avenue.
Electrical Current and GerFOR SALE Five-rooframe house. micide. Treatments given each day
with orchard, two acres of ground from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
one block from Twelfth street car in attendance.
Both 'phones.
line; in coming residence portion
LiH. W. G. SHADRACH,
of the Lowlands. Good investment
!W9 North Eleventh
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
treet.
ana
nroai.
FOR SALE A seven-roohouse,
and Aurist for Santa Fe coat,
newly painted, all modern con- OcculistOffice,
3134 West Railroad
veniences, with six lots, trees and lines.
shrubbery. A snap to any one look avenue. 9
to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
Hour:
ing for a home. J. M. Wilkinson,
P. n
WeKl Scouring mills.
UNDERT&.KER.
FOR SALE Stock and limber ranch;
about 700 acres fenced; 30 head of Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
A. BORDER8,
,
farming implements.
Two
Building!
Club
Black
houses, barn, and large corral. Only Commercial
and white hearse, $5.
two miles from railrtiad. Adjoining
government reservation.
ARCHITECTS.
Plenty ot
water. Price. $4,500. Easy terms.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
N. peach & Co., real estate dealers,
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
212 West Gold avenue.
N. M. Both 'phones.
FOR SALE Two sets 01 snelving, Albuquerqu.
sixteen-foot
ninety feet long; two
CIVIL ENGINEER.
counters; one thirty-foo- t
counter.
J. R. Farwell,
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
FOUND.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
FOUND Pair of heavy
gloves.
Owner can recover same
Thos. K. D. Mrddleon,
upon calling at The Citizen office Office with W. B. Childers, 117
Mt
and paying for this notice.
Gold avenue.
.Mrs. uamtiini, at ner parlors, No
VETERNINARIAN.
209 West Railroad avenue, is pre
pared to give thorough scalp treat
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
me nt, do hair dressing, treat corns
Office, 424 North Second street.
Imniuna uud Ingrowing nails.
She Ph. ties Auto., 311: Colo.. Black 35.
gives massage treatment and manlcur Resilience "phone. Auto., 747.
Ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER.
of complexion cream builds up
the
skin and Improves the complexion,
A. L. Morgan.
and Is guaranteed not to be injurl
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
ons. She also prepares a hair tonic TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates ar
that cures and prevents dandruff and cheerfully furnished; job work solic'nair falling out; restores life to dead ited. Automatic "phone, 724; shop at
hair; removes moles, warts and su 911 North Second street, Albuquerperfluous hair. Also a face powder,
que. N. M.
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
BEAUTY CULTURE.
cure. AH of these preparations
ar
purely vegetable compemnds.
Have
Mrs. M. Helena Leonard.
Just added a vibrator machine for
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
treatment of 6calp, face and cure of
Late of New York City.
wrinkles. It Is also used for r'ueuma-lism- ,
The latest scientific appliances and
pains and massage.
up to date methods for treating the
face, hair and scalp, complexion
Unknown Friends.
There nre many people who have steaming and bleaching, manicuring
used
Colic. Cholera and shampooing.
Chamberlain's
Electrolytic Automatic Water Masand Diarrhoea Remedy witn splendit
Hair Dryn'Milts, but who are unknown becaus sage; Electric
they have hesitated about giving a er; Radio Bell, one of the latest scientestimonial of their experience
fo tific discoveries in the treatment of
publication. These people, however the skin by colored light rays and
at'ne the less friends of this rem-t'ly- . hent.
They have done much toward SUITE 35 and 3(1, BARNETT BLDG.
Auto 'phone 726.
making It a household word by their
peisunal recommendations to friends
Ft. Bayard, N. M-- June 4. 'Sealed
and neighbors. It Is a good medicine proposals In triplicate for Installing
lo have in the home and Is widely sand and vacuum
chamber and extenKnirwii for its cures of diarrhoea an
sion of water system here, will be rell forms of bowel trouble.
For sale ceived int II 11 n. in., June 18, 1906,
l,y all tlrugglsts.
ii ml
then opened. Information furnished on application. U. S. reserves
MONTE CARLO
the right to accept or reject any or all
proposals or any part thereof. En'l i e undeisigued has opined a first-fi'- ( velopes containing
proposals should
saloon, name of which is the be endorsed "Proposals for installing
M nte Carlo," at 115 W. Railroad ave-- .
sand and vacuum chamber and extenand invites the public to call sion of water system" and addressed
ati.J see him. The saloon will be
to Capt. S. P. Vestal, Quartermaster.
s
order, and the
)n
TAKE A PLUNGE
st of treatment accorded patrons.
'
A Due free lunch will be served ev-rthe
SWIMMING POOL.
L. YNDA.
Saturday night.
504 North First Street.
Open Daily,
o
Try a Citizen Want ad.
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
D. C.

6--

American League.

At Chicago

8ANTA FE

CARDS

Bona.

N. W., Washington,

&

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

LAWYERS.
M.

President; W.

LTJNA.

-

National League.

DEPOSITS

On

six-roo-

CITY

Hin-man-

ALBUQUERQU K

Union or Poatal Tele-graph offices for an A. D. T. measenger
boy, an i aend
ad with the casih to Tha Cltlxen offlca, or telephone dlrtct, or call, and tha ad will appear according to your wish.

RUIN

American Association.
At Louisville. Tne Louisville-KansaCity game postponed on account
of rain.
At Indianapolis
Indianapolis-Milwaukepanic p'stponed on account
of rain.
MONEY DEMANDED
At Toledo
BY BLACK MAI L F R
2
Neils Peterson, a farmer, residing Toledo
9
near Tempe, Ariz., received an an- Minneapolis
onymous letter stating that unless
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
$2.ino was placed at a certain place
on a certain night, it would be at his
ftlonieHriiif1 Ttitrv Vrt r.Qr.fl
peril. He was badly frightened, and
confided to a friend, who notified the Department of the Interior, Land Of- nce at sauta
e, N. M., .May l- -',
sheriff. The latter sent a guard over
l'JIJC.
to watch for the person, an.l Peterson
X'otb'ft ta tiprli7 irlvnn Itiji.t lha fnl.
placed the m ney, but the man Ulled
lowing named settler has filed noto appear.
No one Is suspected, but the sher- tice of his Intention to make final
and
iff has been suppressing the letter in tirefc.'f In fiiinnnrf nf hla rtn1nv
the hoe that a second attempt might that said proof will be made before
t;:e probate
clerk at Albuquerque,
follow. Following is the letter:
"Neils Peterson On the night ot New .Mexico, on July 5, 190C, viz.:
John M. Gunn, of Itguna, Valencia
the 11th you will place $ J.hiiu jM an
envelope and put it at the foot of the cotlnfv. N. M frr thA nnrth hnlf of
liig Cottonwood tree on S uth Mill the northeast quarter of section 26,
avenue, near a mall box. When you townsiiip 7 north, range 6 west.
He names the following witnesses
have put the money there tie a white
cloth on the wire fence near by. You to npove his continuous residence
upon
have made your money out of the ..1- - . and cultivation of said land,
working men, and you won't miss
Kenneth f r Rnnn T" n MIllAtt
this, if you fail, it Is done at y, nr
Gunge H. Pradt and John S. Pradt,
own peril."

ELKS
WILL VISIT DENVER.
The. Enterprise says: Among those
members of Silver City lodge No. 413.
11. P. O. I')., who have already signified
their intention to travel to Denver in
a special inilliiKin sleeper to attend
the annual convention f Elks which
will be held at that place next month,
,
are Messrs. and McsdameB- O. t
(J. J. Sal lee, Jackson Agee, t!eo.
Bell and niece, W. H. Newc. mb and
H. H. llctts:
Messrs. F. P. Junes.
Harry Burgess, C. B. .Vfurill, William
Panama Hospital Interne.
Cassman, Harry Bimhe-lselAlex. MeThe United States civil service, llowed, J. W. Carter. C.
".
Shoeannounces an examina- maker It. C. Markley, W. ('. Porter-field- .
rommi&Elon
tion on July 5 0, KiH, to secure eliM. Young and M. E. Cory.
gible from which to make certification to fill vacancies In the position
Try a Citizen Want ad.
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ALMOND,

1

SILVER

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

and yau can rely upon It, 4 we have not failed before, that your
money U not thrown away. We hve alao rented hundreds of houaes
y ovr want ada, a well aa aold Nearly everything we have xtver-tlWirough them.

OUR

14, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can sr cgre tt for yog by a tmall
want ad. In Th8 Evening Citizen. It only costs

One Cent

THIS HOT, DRY WEATHER
,
Rl'IN YOUR COMPLEXION, AND UNLESS YOU USE

Wll-l-

205 East Railroad Ave.

Packer to
Letters From a
His ben.
Paris, June 1, 1906. j
Dear Percy:
i don't suppose It's necessary for me
to tell you 1 m not niuca on art. You
know me well euougn to know that. 1
never could see wnere work with a
paiut 'brusn came in for mention in
eitner score or summary of tne game
uuiess the paint was put on a house
or a fence, it s all ngnt on woodwork
for it preserves the wood, but tnis
thing oi daubing up a lot of good canvas alwaja made me more or less
Aeaiy. it may !e all right lor the
women and the idle classes, but. I
never could see wny a healtny man
with notes to meet and notes to collect could flitter his time away loafing
in picture galleries and listening to
the unshorn sputtering out such drivel as, "Oh, what tones!" "Such coloring!" "What action!" and stuff like
that. Willie Lirush la the only human
being I ever knew or heard of who
didn't become imhecilic from associations with art and the artistic. Of
course, when It comes to a picture
that means something, I'm there with
my glasses. I am no art critic, and I
never have pretended to be one, but
I flatter myself that I can tell about
as well as the next one just what kind
of a picture on a lard can will catch
a woman's eye when she enters a grocery. I think I know what kind of a
label to paste on a ham or a can of
boneless chicken to make It sell.
But what I staited out to say was
that In spite of my contempt for all
this art nonsense 1 allowed myself to
be dragged through an art gallery
here. Now, Percy, I have no use for a
man so stubborn that he can't own
up to It when he was wrong, and
while I'm not admitting I am wrong
about this art business I must Bay
was well repaid for my trouble In going to this gallery, and all on account
of one picture called "The Thirsty
Percy I never saw such a
Cows."
picture In all my life. I haven't seen
anything to beat It since I was a boy
on the old farm down in the Scioto
valley In Ohio. 1 though for a second
I was back there, watching the cows
Just as I did back in 1855. i am going
to buy that picture from the French
government and exhibit It In all our
branch houses. Then I'll have some
lithographs made and give one to
every customer returning thirty coupons which are to be placed in the
tops of beef cans. I guess that's bad.
eh? And I'll change the name of the
picture and call It "Scene Just Outside
John Beefham's Slaughter House." 1
guess I've forgotten how to turn a
trick that brings the business.
Well, that picture showed a little
stream of water with eight or nine
cows standing in It. There wasn't one
In the bunch that had tuberculosis,
lumpy Jaw or anything else. And the
fellow who owned them had polished
their horns and cleaned their skins
until they looked fit to enter a parlor.
There were not many flies In this
neighborhood and the cows were not
kept busy whipping their tails to drive
them off. Two or three were waving
them, but contendedly, Just as a pup
will wag his when he's up to his ears
in a pan of milk. Some were drinking
others were rolling their tongues out
and smacking their lips and some
were standing there with their mouths
full of water which they were allowing to trickle out slowly, like a kid
with a mouth filled with butterscotch, the Juice all over his cheeks
and Jaw.
It was simply great. You may know
what effect It had on nie when I tell
you that on my return to the hotel
ate a big order of canned lnef without
gagging.
Your affectionate father,
JOHN BEEFHAM.
Self-Mad-

Colorado

aVwtomatle IAS

THURSDAY, JUNE
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HIGHLAND PHARMACY

Most Anything

EVENING CITIZEN.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

flrst-clas-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

THURSDAY, JUNE

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

14, 1906.

CITIZEN.
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PARIS HOLDS LIVE
STOCK EXHIBITION
Confined to Breeding Animals
of the Horse and Ass
Races.
EXHIBITS

FROM

Paris, June 14. The annual exhibition of horses and asses arranged by
the French government opened here
g
today. The exhibition Is highly
and includes breeding animals
from all parts of Europe and the Uni
ted States. The special government
exhibit, including the military stud for
army horses, Is particularly Interesting.
Horse breeders from all parts
of Europe are in 'attendance and America and the British colonies are also
represented.
Inter-estin-

COLD LACE AND

BUTTONS

SOLD IN

PLACES

MANY

BYY

143 LOT.
SO ESAYS

Lot. $5 down, $5 a month. No Interest
$25 to $150 per
Now is the time to invest before there is any change in price or terms
50-fo- ot

University Heights Improvement Go,,

1

9 South Second Street

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

WITH A MEDAL

OLD, YOUNGEST HERO

FOUR-YEA- R

1

Automatlo Phone, 292.

IN EVIDENCE.

Brooklyn, N. Y., June 14. Gold lace
and gilt buttons were very much
in evidence at the marrige of Miss
Ruth Gibson, daughter of Rear Admiral William C. Gibson, V. S. N.. retired, to Lieutenant William Theodore Tarrant, U. S. N., which was
celebrated last afternoon at St.
church, i ne bride was
attended by her sister, Mrs. Richard
Butler Glaezner, who was Miss Anita
Gibson, as matron of honor, and another sister. Miss Marion Gibson,
was maid of honor. The bridesmaids
will be Miss Kate Gibson, a third sister of the bride and Miss Susan Persons.
Lieutenant Tarrant, who is attached
to the Charleston, now at the New
York
Nayy yard, was attended by
Ensign Lindsay Hansley Iacy as best
man an dthe ushers were Lieuten WHEN LITTLE JOSIE SANK INTO THE WATER. CLARENCE OSBORN
ant Commander Robert L. Russell,
DIDN'T RUN, BUT THROWING HIMSELF DOWN, HE GRABBED
Ensign Rufus Fairchlld Zogbanm, Jr.,
HUMAN E SOCIETY OF
HER HAND, HELD ON AND SC REAMED
Albert Thomas
Midshipman
and
ITSELF BY
THE GREAT STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS HONORS
of the
Church, all fellow officers
BOY A MEDAL FOR HEROIC ACTION.
GIVING A
groom, and Captain Campbell, of the
United States Marine Corps. After the
wedding a reception for relatives and
Intimate friends, was held at the
WHAT HIS MOTHER THINKS OF HIM.
Gibson residence on Pacific street.
"Of course, I am proud of my little loy. He is a 'sturdy little
chap and practlally lives cut of doors. I am not going to send him
NATIONAL MEETING OF
to school for another year. 1 want to have him get a good strong
MASTER CAR BUILDERS.
constitution. He Is quick and bright, rarely cries and isn't afraid of
Atlantic City. N. J., June 14. The
the dam. He is a dear litte man, God bless him! He Is very much
blaster Car Builders' association
attached to his medal and when he goes to bed Insists that I fasten
opened its national convention here
it to his nightie." Mrs. Oslorn.
yesterday and will be in session three
ft
ft
AAA
iays. The American Railway Master
a few minutes his mother, who had
Mechanics' association will begin its Special Correspondence.
national convention next Monday, but
Winchester, Mass., June 14. The gone in search of the runaway pair,
its delegates and members will be brightest little bit of sunshine in this' heard her baby's cries.
here by Friday and on that day and on
"Help me, mamma,' he cried. "Pull
Saturday they will informally meet town today is Clarence Osborn, the my legs. I'se got Josie."
strutting
Is
youngster
who
and fraternize with the Master Car
The mother did as she was bidden,
his
Builders. One of the interesting fea- around proudly bearing upon him
and in a few moments Clarence, ratures of the two conventions is the breast a bronze medal awarded to so diant and still grasping
his little
Humane
joint exhibition arranged under the by the Massachusetts
cousin, chilled and terrified, were on
auspices of both organizations. It is ciety for his heroic rescue of his little the firm ice, and starting home with
six months
located on the Steel Pier and is at- cousin, Jrsephine Is,Mullen, drowning
on mother.
from
than he
tracting considerable attention. The younger
Somehow or other, the gtoiy gui
attendance at the Master Car Builders' January 8.
a little hero, nut out, and finally came to the ears of
convention Is unusually large and my"People call mesays
muvver she
I'se a little; the Massacnusett3 Humane society.
nearly reaches 4,000.
treasurer." says the little chap, who' There was 4he usual investigation
Is the youngest person ever to re-- j and it was decided to honor tiie soMAINE VETERANS HOLD
ciety, as the venerable president put
medal.
REUNION AT PORTLAND. ceive a
He lives with his parents near the: it, by awarding the medal to the little
Portland, Me.. June 14. The annual
encampment of the Grand Army of town center. Up at the end of their hero.
asked aliout his feat, he grins
the Republic, department of Maine, street is the old Black Ball pond When
and says "Ask muvver."
opened here yesterday with a well which has claimed many a victim.
His mother, it Is evident. Is the
On the day of his heroic rescue ihe
attended business meeting, the encampment will last two days and dur- and his little cousin were playing on source from which the youngster gets
his modesty. She detests the notoring that time the Sons or Veterans, the ice.
Aliout thirty feet from the shore it iety and says that she would have
the Women's Relief Crops and several
was thin and the little girl crashed spanked Clarence if he had not resother affiliated organizations will also through.
cued the liule one. 'i nis is her story:
hold their annual meetings here.
"I '.had missed Clarence and JoseIt was the middle of the afternoon
After the business session, which
closed shortly after noon, The dele- and the men were all at work, white phine from their play in the back
gates boarded a steamer which will the older children were at school. yard. He had never run away before
There was nobody around to help and naturally I was very much wortake them to one of the islands, where them,
but that did not bother little ried. I traced them up to the Black
a short dinner will be served. In the
Ball pond and was transfixed with
evening there will be a big campfire Clarence.
Lying flit; on the ice, lie reaclipd horror to see my little boy prostrate
In the cWy hall.
forward and as she rose to the sur- on the ice and Josie nowhere to be
face he grasped her hand and hung on. seen. I ran aeross as seedily as I
CELEBRATES ANNIVERSARY
He tried to pull her back to the firm could and was overjoyed to see
OF INCORPORATION
head above the water and my
Bridgewater, Mass., June 14. The ice, but nis baby strength was not
little boy tightly grasping her. I ran
task.
various historical and patriotic
or enough for the
,
With his laby hands tightly grip-- out and attempted toipuil Josie In my
ganizations and the citizens of this
city in general are celebrating today ping her he screamed for help. After self but Clarence liung on.
the two hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the incorporation of Bridge-wate- r.
The program for the celebration includes a parade, a mass meet
ing with historical
addresses, etc.,
an.l many banquets and dinners in the
evening. The Hon. John D. Ixng will
be, the orator of the day and Judge
Robert O. Harris of East Bridgewammmt , ,
miimiiiim I, imi,;.
tm
ter, will preside at he mass meeting.
days, after which ho wijl return and
GOLD AND SILVER
EDITORS OF THE COUNTRY
BULLION WORTH $17,000 resume his place as foreman of the
GATHER IN INDIANAPOLIS.
A shipment of gold and silver bul- job rooms of this office.
Indianapolis, Ind., June 13. The at- lion of the value of 117,000, principaltendance at the twenty-firannual ly in gold, arrived In Silver City last COMPANY INCORPORATED
TO BUILD OPERA HOUSE.
convention of the National Editorial week, tihe bame representing a two
association, which opened at Tonili-eo- n w(eks' run by the Ernestine Mining
The erection of a new opera house
hall yesterday is very large and company at their rich mines In the for Bisbee, Ariz., one that will be
s
everything points to a sucresful meet- Mogollons.
in every particular, is
ing.
The convention will close on
A company to carry out
MANIN
BUSINESS
CHANGE
Friday and a great many of the mem
the work id now incorporated and will
OF
PRINTING
AGEMENT
OFFICE
bers will go ta Louisville Friday
imet soon to decide on plans. The
The 1st of July, S. R. May retires incorporators of the new company are
night to spend Saturday.
"Greater
Kentucky Day of the great Home from the business management of the M. J. Cunningham. Dr. F. E. Shine and
Tucumcari Printing company, having Scott Whaley. There are several
Coming week in that city.
leased his Interest in the stock of the other business men of this city holdcompany to W. W. Hicks, who will ing blocks of stock, however, in the
MJACHUCA FOREST
come into the company and control concern.
The capital Is placed at
Mr. May's stock for a period of one $:io,iioo, divided into 300 shares
of
RESERVE IN ARIZONA year,
with privilege of buying or re- $lo each. A. L. Manahan is to be
leasing at the expiration of that time. manager of the new property.
IN COCHISE
LOCATED
COUNTY, W. W. Hicks has been in May's emAND EMBRACES 345,000 ACRES
ploy for four years and has proven LAS VEGAS TELE.
PHONE SYSTEM SOLD.
The first of July the Htiachuca for- himself not only a printer of more
The Colorado Telephone company
est reserve in Arizona, will be estab- than ordinary ability, but a trustlished, embracing the Huachuca, Can- worthy and capable business man. He yesterday made a deal for the franute, and Patagonia, mountains. The will leave next week to visit his par- chise, telephone system and propreserve will contain 340 tMn acres of ents at Brown wood, Tex., for a few erty of the Las Vegas Telephone coin.
the finest timber land in southern Arizona.
The preservation of tills forest will serve largely t maintain an
even rainfall over the southern part
of the territory, and will reserve to
the people of the future sta'e a most
valuable timbtr land trace. It will
parallel the i?an Rafael valley, and begin on the southern lnirder at Xaco.
.ilicnt nv.it be of choicest
Thr.t every
on
Arizona is to be congratulated
the
ar.'i
Incwiii', fermt-nting-,
the preservation of her forests from
ca
so
an
faultless, is toM in
Htitf
the gieedy hands of lumber dealers.
tiie Lt.st
The w r!i of these forests to the future prosperity t' the county is

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS

FOUR-YEAR-OL-

Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.
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Don't Dispute- with
Woman,
Especially, if she teUg you to order
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Miake no excuse, (it you should for-gthe order), that you could not
And It, for every first-clagrocer
handles EMPRESS. You will aJwr
find good bread, good biscuits, good
pastry and most Important of ail
good cheer to greet you when jom
come home for your dinner. Try It.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress ef
all others.
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M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. K.

j

life-savi-

117 Gold Avenue
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TERRITORIAL TOPICS
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CHARACTERinr

1

iff

WIENER

Deadly Serpent Bites
Are as common in India as are stomach and liver disorders with us. For
m
the latter, however, there is a sure
remedy: Elec'rie Bitters, the great
restorative medicine, of which S. A.
Hut there':! snrethinj: else: an indeBrown, of Bennettsville, S. C gays:
scribable
clcin nt that nives to Wiener
They restored my wife to perfect
In a word, it
its striking individuality.
health, after years or suffering with
is Character.
There's a mot satisfying:,
dyspepsia and a chronically torpid
grateful flavor that is i.hwv a distinct
Electric bi ters cure chills
liver.''
and fever, malaria, billiousness, lame
quality.
back, kidney troubles and bladded disMIlWAUKLi":
by
all
guarantee
VAL
BL.ATZ
en
BREWING CO., MILWAUKFG
Sold
orders.
druggists. J'rice 50c.
The picnic baekeU for ale at the
Always tha b&m Ooo& Old "Blatz"
Mcintosh Hardware company' store STtKN, SCHLOSS & CO.,
Wholesale Dealers. Telephone Automatic, 177.
are Indispensable foi outing parties.

BEER

"

L

DEN VER

I

&

RIO GRANDE
CLARENCE OSBORN

Jose-phone- 's

l

V;

"Sceaic Line of the Wotid"
JOSIE

AND

MUI-LE-

Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.

"I've got here all right, mamma; back on the firm ice. Clarence didn't
you just pull my legs," the said. I let go till I had dragged tlie two of
did so and pulled the jialr of them them to the shore."
pany. The price agreed upon, which ment that he had wen the honors of
the Colorado company will pay, is his class, and waa entitled to the fine
$18,0l)o, the property to be transferred medal which Is given for the highest
January 1, 1907.
honors. There was an enrollment of
The deal was engineered by the Las eighty-fivin this" class thi.i
year,

PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.

e

Vegas

Investment and Collection association, of which George A. Fleming, formerly of Santa Fe, Is manager.
The Colorado company will extend
the lines and service of the company
and it is believed that the change will
be for the general benefit and
vancenu nt of Las Vegas.
COWBOY

LASSOES
BIG BLACK

EAGLE.

among them were first honor pupils
from some of the leading city high
schools, such celebrated high scnools
as Milwaukee, Louisville and Madi
son. Mr. Shepard though tue young
est pupil in his clas:;, has brought
'h;!me honors all Doming is proud of
and rejoices with him In his victory
you do
If your stomacn troubles
not conclude mat there is no cure, for
a great tnany have been permanently
cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver i ablets. Get a free sample at
any drug store and give them a trial.
They a!so cure constipation and

Jack Gibson, a Phoenix cowboy,
who came in from his ranch on the
Verde river, brought with him a black
eagle that he roped one day last week
on the ranch.
The big bird alighted close in him:
and the thought suddenly struck him'
to lasso it. Quickly he swung his ARIZONA TEACHERS FAILED
TO PASS EXAMINATION.
rope, and the nooso settled over the!
At l'hoenlx, the Arizona board of
big bird, catching it and pinioning its
wings. The matter of getting it into school examiners completed their
a box was the greater task for with work of passing upon the applications
Less than
claw and beak the eagle fought vie- - t of teachers' certificates.
lously, leaving its mark on the haml half of the applicants throughout the
territory passed, and It Is presumed
and arms of its captor.
the examinations are too severe.
NEW DAILY PAPER
applicants,
There were forty-seve- n
FOR GLOBE, ARIZONA, of whom forty-on- e
were women and
The last Issue of the (Jlobe Hesii;ter six were men. As reported by councontains a statement by Kditor Mc-- ! ties the number of applicants in each
Culloin to the effect that the Register) county, respectively, was as follows:
had been sold to 10. N. liuek, who will Apache
Cochise 8, Graham 4, Marimerge the Register into the Daily: copa .V Mohave 1, Xavajo ti, i'lual 7,
Telegram, and give (Jlobe its first, l'inia ". Yavapai t. There were no
daily newspaper. Mr. Ruck Is a well' applicants from Coconino, Oila, Santa
known newspaper man, having edited Cruz and Yuma counties.
were
the Xaco Hudget for the past year. It
Three first grade certificates
Is not known wIhii.'I- Kditor Ruck' granted, as follows: To O. I', (liecr of
will continue his t'( nUe county pub- -' Apache county, Ik KM a Cook of CoHeat ions or not.
chise county, YV. R. Rhodes of Ciaham
county. Nineteen second grade certA LADY HUNTSMAN
ificate- were granted, as follows; To
MEET3 WITH ACCIDENT. Hat'ie Webb of Cochise county, Maud
Mrs. I.. J. F. lager of Tucson, met
Wellborn and Susie R. Talley of Cra-hawith a very painful accident while out
county, C.eorge Flock of Maricopa
hunting in the vicinity of the Mission. county. Jennie Talbot of Mohave
The gun which she was shooting ex- county,
Uughston,
M.
Caroline
ploded and the first joint of the mid- Illanehe Uecker, Myrtle K. Iteicher,
dle fmger on her b it hand was shot Cora Criilith, Clara M. Kelsey or I'ima
off. Mrs. lager is an expert shot and county, Alice Fleming, Orville Rush
she bad killed six birds on the wing. of Yavapai county, Armed;i Noble,
And as she was taking the seventh Hilda Mincer. Ktlio Peterson, Gilbert
shot the gun exploded and a hole was I). ;reer. Jane trown, Mary W'ilkins,
torn In the barrel of the gun where l.jinan M. Overson of Apache county.
Mrs. lager was holding it with her
left band.
An Alarming Situation
Frequently results from neglect of
GREAT HONOR FOR
cl 'gised bowels and torpid liver, until
A DEMING BOY constipation necomes
chronic. This
In a recent
from the president coiidi'ioti is unknown to those who
of Rose polytechnic college, perhaps
New Life Pills, the
Ir. King's
the hading instituth'ii of the kind in use
and geut'i-- ,t regulators of Stombest
the t'nited Sta s and well r.nown ach and Rowels. GuarauUed by all
throughout the roin.y, James shep- drugp'stt. I'r'ce 25c.
ard, a graduate of the
high
school, lyu.'., received the announce-A Citizen Want ad does the work.

On all

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For Illustrated advertising matter
or information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. f., Santa Fe, New Mex.
E8KBBE3S

Highland Jersey Dairy. If every person, who
ought to keep a bank acGOOD MILK AND CREAM.
count, had one now, there would
bo a decided change In the conditions of the community.
Every person who keeps a bank
n'way.
aeraint raises liU standing among

SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
Colo, phone,

Jlk.

89.

1500 S.

W. E. 1MAUGEP

WOOL

with Mauger

&

bo-Je-

Avery, Uoston

y.

Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.

ALBUQUERQUE.

N. M.

-

ui

his fellows and with the banker.
Ho also ihelpa to make conditions
in his town.
Ninety iper cent of the commercial business Is done by the means
of paper. Money represents prop-rtA check means that there
is money deposited In the bank to
the credit of the one who writes
tho check.
The check system, where safety
and convenience are assured.
Is
much better than handling the
money when there is risk of error
or a chance of loss.

MERCHANT

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.
My merchant tailoring shop U upstairs over No. 209 West Itarlroad ave- THE BANK
nue, where I solicit the jiatronane of ALBUQUERQUE,
the public. All work guaranteed
aa I have bad fifteen years' experience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed anu
and CURE
repaired. The epecltic I use ill not
Injure the cloth. Indies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
WITH
to order. Give nie a trial.

"oF

flrst-Has-

COMMERCE

NEW

MEXICO

KILL the COUCH
thi LUNGS

O.

11 AM

13
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GENERALLY

OBSERVED IN THIS CITY

Our Ten Dollar Suits

FROM
FLOATED
OLD GLORY
PROCLAMANY FLAG POLES
MATIONS WAS GENERALLY

THROUHOUT
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(Copyright, lHofi, by J. W. Muller.)
Today. June 14, Is "Flag Day," a
of
the patient collectors of humble statistics, of day observed throughout the country
One
Tho packer of Chicago have Itesun a season
scrubbing brushes, whitewash pails anl general reform. whom the woods in America are full, calculated one time ns one on which to render homage
emblem of freedom unThey begged the Roosevelt commission to watt till they that 1,000 jokes are printed daily In the l'nl;ed States to that great
live, and beneath whose
we
which
der
they
Four stars and stripes we are safe, nJ mataljout the weather.
could have six weeks of the purifying reign before
These arc the Jokes direct.
Yet why was not. this crusade begun hundred are based daily on the motive simple or primeval ter In what quarter of the globe it
made their report.
long ago?
"The Jungle" and all It depicted was nol
man say the floats.
The exposures which they say In which A asks: "What does the weather
news to the packers.
In response to the proclamation of
"Thank his excellency, Governor Herbert J.
R
today?"
"Rainy,"
replies.
have cost them $150,0(0,000 were not sprung suddenly. wather will be
It will also bring him back when he
We don't do much blowing BDOut
Kver since the Spanish war the character of their canned heaven" says A; "then I won't need to bother about an Hagerman, and Acting Mayor Hanley,
wants
another suit at a medium price.
many
on
re
displayed
flags
business
Clothes,"
"Cheap
give
a
can
but
wi
we
Tho
least.
packers
by
at
the
meat has been understood,
This Joke no doubt dates to the time when
umbrella!"
The fabrics, the cut and the tailoring
and residences throughout the
man
a
will
public for a long tilne fancied that the army meat was the missing link began to lose his fur, and thus became houses
for
suit
Ten
Dollar
that
city, from early morn until late at
of these suits Is right In every detail.
ome special brand specially doctored, and could hardly
night. livery government building,
do more than he'll expect it to do, and
to the changes In the weather.
susceptible
We guarantee it and that always
houses,
big
trust
beef
of
product
the
regular
believe It the
buildings
municipal
all
public
and
and
Whatever form it may take, however, the weather had the flag flying today. The busimeans here
The dear public is such a
and they sluggishly forgot.
Bleepy-headeforgetful. Indifferent creature that It Is will remain the great staple for the American Joke ar- ness houses of Railroad aventte and
It took a great tisans.
easily fooled such a long, long time.
The poor'weather man cannot get back at the Second street had flags displayed, as
MONEY BACK IF YOU WANT IT
did many private residences, and It
The beef trust thought It would
deal to wake It up.
In response to the 1,1x4 daily masterpieces was stated by an old timer who drove
all.
Jokers at
MligWVWlSH3tni. aViMfTIMgflifc t;
never wake up, and so It did not even get out the scrubhis stereotyped prog- around the city today, that more flags
bing palls and lime until It found the Wiite House stren-uosi- of wit and humor he can only, issue
any
were
previous
on
than
evidence
in
nostication for tho next day, well knowing that the entire flag day In his memory.
was after It.
Think how sublimely It trusted to the people's Idiocy country will kindly overlook the 300 correct ones to
It is a fitting tribute to the flag we
"The Jungle" came out In serial form pounce with angry laughter on the 65 Incorrect ones for love, and should become more exten
and indifference!
sively observed than It was even to
"The Appeal to Reason," in which It sixty-si- x
two years ago.
But there is1 one field where day.
for leap years).
was published, had a circulation of nearly half a million.
he Is heard with
The packers must have known all about it, yet they did the weather man Is no Joke. Thererespect.
True, he MOVING OF TIES NO
not believe it was loaded. Over a year ago, "The Dark deference, and his utterances compel
O.
Root,
only
for his
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by
but
Trust,"
Theodore
this
ptophecles
Meat
in
Is
not asked for
Side of the
Fine Clothing and
Fine Clothing and
CAUSE FOR ALARM
of a packing house, was published, telling story of the past, yet even that must be inexpressibly
Furnishing;!
Furnishings
about the "Canner Cow." "The Cold Storage Fowl," "The consoling to a professional man whose life Is viewed
TRACTION
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COMPANY'S
and
inspection,
scientific
of
as
a
pastime
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farce
popular
the
a
than
and
more
as
generally
Flour
Potato
TWELFTH STREET LINE WILL
The achievement.
etiU the packers did not sit up and take notice.
This field' Is the law court the greatest
BE COMPLETED.
in
Coll'er's
The weather
American amusement after base ball.
British Lancet man also made his statement
Yet, after all those exposures, it was not man there Is an authority.
People living In the neighborhood
lie is not called to analyzse
long ago.
thought necessary even to cover up the processes of the weather that Is spoiling the judge's temper or setting of North Twelfth street need not lie
He is called to swear alarmed because the ties distributed
wholesale contamination.
the intelligent jury to sleep.
along that highway by the Traction
It is an Interesting illustration of the contempt In what the weather was on certain specific days and hours company
n week ago are being hauled
n the past.
which popular opinion Is held by the financially power1
0 I
away. Tho road will be built out
and
uct,
cannot
will
not
and
public
Decided.
3,500
Cases
ful. They think the
Twelfth street, as planned. In push COR. FIFTH AND GOLD
They
3,500
cases
have ing forward the work of constrution
In the past ten years more than
the government, they think, they can control.
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
have carried a generally correct assumption a trifle too been decided in American courts on the evidence furn- from the corner of Second street and
far this time, and if they have lost $150,000,000 It may ished by the weather records. Ninety pes cent of these Railroad avenue. It has been found
EASY TO REACH.
teach them the desirability of spending a few thousand cases are personal injury cases, and many times a most that the ties had not been distributed
acenough,
as
a
thickly
the
RELIEVES PAIN.
and
result
carefully prepared suit, for damages, artistically arranged
a year In keeping clean, of losing a million or so in
COMMENCING
company finds It. necessary to use TWO NIGHTS- tually destroying condemned meat and in providing hu- with suffering plaintiff, witnesses and circumstantial some
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
of the ties distributed on North
These men have evidence, has been deplorably ruined by the records of
mane conditions for their workers.
on New York avenue.
street
Twelfth
fool
"You
cor
CURES RHEUMATISM.
can't
evidently forgotten Lincoln's epigram:
the'weather bureau. On the other hand, defendant
Ties to be used on North Twelfth
Then, too, they forgot to porations have met their Waterloo through the same street are being sawed by the Ameri
all the people all the lime."
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
Thus one great street railway company, whicti can Lumber company, and will be
records.
count on "Teddy." Denver Times.
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by
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simple
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CURES INDIGESTION.
fojectt nan Mdsrs-iaEILER'S BIG SHOW
to swear to Its side of the case, was nearly ousted in New North Twelfth street, who were look
ing for a goblin, started the report
Judge Johnson of Denver stated the other day that York a few years ago.
CURES DROPSY.
PRESENTING
street extension had
on Friday of last week he was called on to consider
been thrown from a car anil sued that the Twelfth
plaintiff
had
The
twenty separate and distinct divorce cases. This, with for $30,000. Ordinarily, even if the Injured party had been given up, when they saw the ties
abundance of other cases, makes his views worthy of won, the jury would not have awarded more than $3.nno being hauled away.
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In dismissing the jurors for the term or so.
consideration.
On
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DO YOU KNOW HIM?
Description of the Insane Man Killed Monday
Night, ll:30 OXIock, at Fletcher's Ranch, By
Camper Named Alex. Lewis-NYet Identified.

ot

About CO years.
Height 5 twit,
inches.
Weight 2H) pounds.
Hair Reddish brown, and o fine texture.
Forehead Hiph and smooth.
Eyes Light blue.
Mouth
Normal and well shaped.
Chin Hound and well formed.
Neck Full and strong.
Chest 44 inches.
Hands Very small.
Feet Small; No. 7 shoe.

Age

,.

JLi

Miss Lundeen.
.'clock this morning. Mi
l.undeen. aged 20 yearn, daughter of
Jolin Lundten. of Alexandria, Minn.,
nnd sister of Miss KM her Lundeen, a
twin sister, who has been nursing tier
invalid sister since the latters arrival ' in Albuquerque
some nine
months aeo, passed away, as the result of tuberculosis. The ri mains will
be shipped to the former home. In Alexandria. Minn., accompanied by tlie
surviving twin sister. .
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Since the First Regiment Rand has
changed its Robinson park concert
night from Sunday to Wednesday,
some of the subscribers, it is understood, have stated that they prefer
the concert Sunday night, as before,
and in answer to the complaints the
following was handed The Evening
Citizen for publication, by one of the
nana ooys:
"Editor Citizen Having heard that
there were some complaints owing
to the First Regiment band changing
the concert nights from Sunday to
Wednesday, we wish to offer an ex
planation. The money we receive for
rendering concerts in the city park
hardly pays expenses, such as car
fare, new music, etc., thereby making
it an uupaylng proposition for the
members of the band. Therefore it
would hardly be expected of us to
turn aside any other offers to play
wntch we might receive, and for which
we would be paid well. It is a hard
matter to keep a band together as It
is, and It should be appreciated more
than It is. We wish to thank all those
who have subscribed, and hope our
efforts to please will meet with the
approval of all.
RAND BOY."
It may be added, in reference to
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tie rights of way.
Warner Miller, a New
York capitalist, who has largo InterELECTRIC LINE ests l the, HllLsbori district, and
who was In the district recently, was
very much impressed with the possibilities of an electric .me, and oirered
assistance, saying he
From Hillsboro Mining Di- his financial
would bp glad to
with the
company who will finance the prostrict to Osceola, on the
ject.
"It is the Intent Ion of th comnanv
Santa Fe Railway.
I represent
to start active operations
looking to thf building vf the pro- nn Ouw a I malm v,
IKlSeit lino
LU.Hi'Anr KtrKt)tn A MVt: HtKt "nal report to them, and It is need
I1
to add that this report will lie
favorable, for I am convinced that It
What will undcubtedly prove one is not only feasible, but that it will
of the greatest stimulants to the Hills yield good returns, and prove a pay- boro mining district, in Sierra coun ma; investment for the corporation
Arrangements
have already been
ty, and give It a forward impetus that
completed for a New York company
should cause it 10 Increase two-folin its mining productions, Is now un- to finance the project, and as the mat
der way In the shape of a proposed! ter has been under advisement for
electric car line from the mining some time, Mr. Caldwell being sent
camp of Hillsboro 1o Osce:la, near to the scene of the proxsed line to
Nutt station, on the Santa Fe railroad, go over the ground for the last time
which will give an outlet to this dis- and make a final report, It should
trict to not only D. mlng, but El Paso lonly be a short time until active work
of constructing the line Is put under
as well.
way
A New York and foreign corporation has the project under way, and
MISS FRANCES L0CKHART
Frank O. Caldwell, ilieir American
representative, is now in Albuquerque,
having just arrived here from the ENGAGED TO BE MARRIED
TO
Hillsb.ro district, where he has beKn
JOHN R. ENLOW, IN EL PASO.
for some time past for the puriose
of compiling a final report tt the
The El Paso Herald publishes the
on the iproject.
engagement notice of Miss Frances
Such a line would prove a
formerly of this city, to
to that portion of the territory, as
at present all tonnage, freight, passen- John K. Enlow, together with a fine
half-tone
ger and mall business Is conducted ty
cut of the young lady. '1 lit
freighting across the mountains, over Herald says:
rough roads, a distance of thirty-siIt Is formally announced that the
miles, to Nutt station, on the Santa wedding of Mis9 Frances Lockhart
and John R. Enlow, will take place
Fe railway.
Mr. Caldwell, the representative of June 27 at the home of the bride's
the company whic.i is back of the pro- sister, Mrs. T. S. Austin, at the f inci
posed line, in conversation wit1'.! a ter.
It will be
a quiet wedding, the
representative of The Evening Citizen, said of the project:
bride and groom leaving Immediately
"It is proposed tJ build an edectric after the ceremony for leaiing er stline from Hillsboro to Osceola, con ern points.
t
Mr. Enlow is assistant superir.:
necting at the latter point with the
of the El Paso smelting v, ;:'ka.
Santa Fe railway, thus giving 'the
Hillsboro disuiet a direct outlet to and having been here fi;r many years
Uemlng and El Paso, and doing away is well known and popular in
and secial circles.
with all the hauling, overland passent
ger business and mall routes, which
Miss
is the charming and
at present Is exceedingly tedious, ow accomplished daughter of Mr. and
ing to the mountain r.ads, and the Mrs. Henry IM'khart, of Albuquerdistance, some thirty-similes. Then que, and is a favorite with all in El
there would be the great saving In Paso society.
time, which in itself Is an immense
factor in these days when time is
STAGE TO JEMFZ SPRINGS
worth money.
'The present" tonnage to and from
The undersigned is prepared to
HilislKiro alone justtnes the building
of such an electric road, and the ad make trips to and from the celebrat-Inditional mines that will be opened and ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any
put In operation, should the road be formation desired can be secured
built, w.nltl materially Increase this. from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
The ipassenger traffic would be so Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
largely Increased over stage traffic.
o
that it would be hard to estimate; in
The picnic basket for sale at the
fact, io be able to go from Hillsboro Mcintosh
Hardware company's store
to Deming or El Paso, all the way by are Indispensable
for outing parties.
ran, would induce many to make the
trip who now transact all business
Wanted, a
bowling team, to
they iiossibly can by mail. T.io ac beat the Affidavits, at the West Bowlcommodation to the cattlemen and the ing Alleys.
ranchmen, who have to freight their
See the picnic baskets in the Mcln
supplies from Nutt station, woind aiso
tosh Hardware company's display
be great.
"A preliminary survey of Lie line window.
has already been made, which shows
ELECTRICAL WORK.
conclusively that the project Is en
tirely feasible, and that it would not
Estimates on all kinds of wiring and
be an expensive line to. maintain. The electrical
cheerfully
installations
proposed route of the projected rail- given
and work guaranteed. We carry
way will folLw the valley. crossing in
stock
line of electric and
the streams, which will necessitate fnmhlnattniia full
fivtui.Q an.l all uunnllna
some bridge building, but will rto Fans for the hot days, desk and
with any tunneling.
ing. Call and see us when in dark
"A corps of engineers to make the ness
Southwestbe
.
'.
flnnl nirvBv uitl l,u tint tr, th,. Hol,1 ern nnd
Electric and Construction com- ", rights of way through
at once, and
pal)y '
ranches In that district have already j
o
neen voluntarily, onereri us ny inej Ladles always welcome, day Or
owners., so that there will je no de-- evenings, at the West bowling alleys.
lay In ref rence to

WILL CONSTRUCT
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DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN
The Man

Business

of

of the Home

Library

We have

just received
large shipment of

i(srT

o--

a

Roll To
Desks, Flat ani Standing
Desks, office Chair, Book
Cnses, Typewriter
Stand
and Tables.
We guarantee our line to
represent the best workman-shi- p
and highest class ot
cabinet work. The desk you
buy of us will not tall to
pieces in a short time, thus
causing you much annay-ance- .
JBMMST

Our prices are the lowest.
i

Albert Faber
308-31-

Railroad Ave.,

0

Albuquerque,

N. M.

God-sen-

the matter, thnt the First Regiment
band has received and accented from
he Traction Park management, an of
fer to play for them every Sunday
evening in front of the Casino, which
necessitated the change in Robinson
park concerts to Wednesday evening.
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SUB-SCR1BE-

OWING TO CHANGE IN EVENINGS
OF CONCERTS
BAND BOYS
NOW PLAY
WEDNESDAYS IN
ROBINSON PARK. AND SUNDAYS
AT TRACTION PARK.
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BOYS ANSWER

COMPLAINTS
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,
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James A. Jameson.
After being nn Invalid for three
years nnd suffering untold agony, during that period, death came as a merciful and welcome relief about 10
o'clock last night, to James A. Jameson, at the family residence on Lincoln avenue, between Eighth and Ninth
streets, due to a combination of dropsy
and riricht's disease, says the Ias
Vegas Optic.
Deceased was well
known in this p;it of the territory,
art
was
years
and
of age at the time
of his death. He was a member of
the A.. F. nnd A. M., anil was also n
Knight Templar. He is survived by a
widow and three children.
At

The features, t'.iough covered by about a five days' growth of
short, red whiskers, were regular, and showed signs of refinement.
The face was thickly covered with small freckles.
The hands were exceptionally small for such a large man, and
were very soft, showing no signs of hard labor. They also were
covered with freckles.
He was of fine physique a perfect specimen of manhood.
Who is he?
Do you know him?

mew
t&r

ceased was well known to a large
number of Albuquerquenns.
ncslrie
a husband and six children, the old5
15
youngest
years, a
est
and the
mother, two sisters and a brother survive her.

EVENING CI1IZEN.

COPEUimMcCLIRE

ALBERT E. COPELAND AND MISS
ELLEN R. McCLURE MARRIED
THIS MORNING.

The Champion Sole

x

Sewing Machine
.t.

nd-en-

I

j

usl-nes- s

This

IxK-khar-

Machine Sews a

x

.

Wonderful

Pair Half -- Soles
in Two Minutes,

for

uf"-

-

We

Charge Only

A

'

which

75c

cell-awa- y

This morning a: 7 o'clock, Albert E. Copeland and Miss Ellen R.
McCIure were united
in the holy
bonds of wedlock at residence No.
310 South Arno street. Rev. Hugh A.
Cooper, of the "Presbyterian church,
officiating.
Only
a few intimate
friends were present. The happy
cuple took the northbound No. 10
passenger train for Trinidad, Colo.,
where they will visit a brother ot
Mr. Copeland for a few days, and
thence to Denver, where they will
visit for a week or ten days. On
their return to this city, they will re
side at No. 310 South Arno street, and
will be "at home" to their friends,
alter July 1. The bride has
resided In Albuquerque all
her life; graduated from the univer
sity, and for several years was the
efficient stenographer at the local of
fice of the Mutual Life Insurance company, before the
latter's headquarters tor the southwest were removed
to El Paso. During the past two
years her parents have resided in
southern California.
At present, Mr. Copeland, who has
been a resident of the city for several years, is in the employ of the
Albuquerque Traction company, and
together with his bride. The Evening
Citizen and many friends wishes them
a long and happy married life.

-
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218 S. Second Street

FREE A

25-ce-

Opposite Postofftce

Bottle of Williams9 Liquid
Shampoo with a
Bottle

nt

Antiseptic
of Maack's Celebrated Hair Tonic.
75-ce-

AT TRACTION PARK

SUNDAY, JUNE 1 706

nt

Pooling and Invigorating to the scalp. Prevents the hair falling out.
moves and prevents dandruff.
Imparts a delightful odor
to the hair. Your money back If not satisfactory.

Re-

UNIDENTIFIED MANIAC KILLED MONDAY NIGHT.
Aliout 11:30 o'clock that night, some
at 11:30 o'clock, Alex.
Lewis, a camper, who came here over- six hours after the sheriff had been
land from Mayfield, Colo., shot and telephoned for, but had failed to arkilled an unknown man, who, during rive, the maniac charged Lewis' camp.
the afternoon had terrorized the lA?wis, wiio was armed with a shot- neighborhood of Fletchr's ranch, gun loaded with buckshot, fired into
the ground In Trent of the man to
four miles south of the city, being
117 West Railroad Avenue,
Both Telephones.
VS.
stop him. The shot struck the hard
insane.
occupants
earth,
of
He would run at the
and glancing up, entered the
DO YOU WANT A GOOD SMOKE?
the ranch house, wiho had congregat- man's body, two bullets taking effect
In
the right leg, one in each arm and
ed in the front yard, to protect their
property against the evidently Insane three in the back.
Buy one, a dozen or a 'box of the
man, and would
The 'man whirled and ran for 130
mutter threats
against, them. He declared that the feet, then dropped to the ground. A
White Lily cigars and you will
few moments later he was dead,
place belonged to him.
what an aromatic,
GAME CALLED AT 3:30 P. M.
A deputy sheriff and undertaker
He threw stones at them, and at
'
cigar Is. Don't
i
Alex. Lewis, who was camped lieside were called to the scene, the body was
Judge It by its price 5 cents for one,
the road in that neighliorhood, with removed to A. Borders' undertaking
establishment,
12 for fifty, boxeel hut esteem it for
and Lewis, the man
'hts wife and two little babifs.
He talked to the trees, calling them who fired the shot, was taken to the
what It really Is, a uniformly fine,
,
his partners, and cne large tree in county jail.
cigar.
ELDER-LATuesday a cor. tier's inquest, was
particular, he designated as his friend,
GRAND STAND FREE.
-helil. Lewis was exonerated, and on
Hill."
".I.
He imagined that officers or some the afternoon of that day the un- OR. J. W. ELDER, OF THIS CITY,
unknown enemy was after him. He known maniac was laid to- rest in
LAY, OF
AND
NANNIE
MISS
taid a reward was out for him. and Faiiview cemetery, still unidentified.
VA., MARRY THIS
RICHMOND,
113', WEST RAILROAD AVCNUsV
Do you know him?
that something was always pursuing
EVENING.
Who is lie?
him.
This, evening, at t'.:3u o'clock, at the
home of the bride's parents, in
Va., Dr. J. W. Klder, of this
POLICE COURT
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION SCHOOL
city, will be united in marriage to
Miss Dannie Lay, sister of Mrs. W. U.
Charles Schelke was in police court
An exhibition of patriotism and de Chllders, and who, on account of sevLight rig leaves city for the springs FINELY FURNISHED COTTAGES.
tbis morning, complaining witness votion to the Ame'rie-aflag was given eral visits here, is well known in the
against a spaniel, owned by T. Y. tiiis morning at 9 o'clock by the stu- social circles
Of from two to five rooms, to rent
city. The cere- tvery Monday and Wednesday.
this
of
The telephone
The telephone preserves your 0
makes the
Maynaid. it being contended that Mr. dents of the Immaculate Conception mony will ,be performed by Rev.
Four-horsfor housekeeping to visitors
stage leaves city every
at the Springs.
Maynard was harboring a vicious dog. school. All the boys and girls, about Mason Holmes. After the usual con- Friday ftirougli
health,
lighter,
cares
prolongs your life and A
duties
the
less,
in
one
day.
Only
J. B. BLOCK. Proo.
Mrs Schelke and her nephew, a lad 175 in number, each w ith a" Hag in gratulations and wedding dinner. Dr.
Jemez Hot Springs, New Mexico
of 13 years, were walking along Sec- hand, were setn In procession on and Mrs. Elder will visit Washington line with change of g'ock en route.
protects
your home.
and the worries fewer.
ond street yesterday, when the dog
Copper avenue, some of the boys on and other eastern citie-s- . They are ex- W.
L.
&
the hoy, 'biting hini on the an- horseback, nnd all singing patriotic pected to return to Albuquerque a'out
IN
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
YOUR
HOME
kle. After bearing the evidence, the airs. Flag day was fiily celebrated July
317
will
So.
and
at
i.
court ."nlered the dog killed, which by this school.
South
street.
Third
was done during the clay.
The commencement exercises will
be held next wiVk.
Next Wednesday
Frank Clover,' former bartender at the annual play will be presented on SHIPPING PENITENTIARY
Carlo,
the
Tony'Armijo,
Monte
the
PRICK TO EL PASO
the stage of the school hall by the
m
manager, and Miguel Chavez, a bar- students of tlie high school, under
place,
police
were
in
in
the
tender
ihe able direction of Prof. J. H. Cruni.
Suiiei initiidi lit Arthur Trelford, of
court: this morning, having engaged The subject of the iplay is sacred, beterritorial penitent iary, ';ias so
Finest Whiskies
tight
evening,
last
in a
ing taken from the life cf St. Eliza- far shipped 3t,oui brick to El Tao,
came
out
best.
third
in which Chawz
beth of Hungary. It will bo a novelty Texas, on the contract for l.iHiuimo
Clover, it eems, went into the place for the Albuquerque
Wines, Brandies. Etc. ?
people. Tile
penitento the terrlteirial
with the intention of making a graduating exercises will be held on awarded
BARNETT,
Prop'r.
JOSEPH
tiary
by the El Paso & Southwestern
played
He
succeeded,
and
touch.''
Friday, June 22,
will clost- - with
2M South Second Street
against the lknediction of theandMost Blessed Sac- Railway company, for he erection of
SAM RLE A NO 0
the borrowed money
Shipments
in the Pass City.
shops
attempted
He
then
it.
wheel,
Mug
I 2 0 West Railroad Avenae
CLUB
ROOMS
rament in the church, for which occa- will again commence about the 2th
WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT
to make another raise, and when this sion, the. church choir, under the
daily
output
is nearly
insi.
The
,
blood,
him.
went
after
was refused
DATIMC-of Mrs. Shinick, has prepared
nun
CDIk niMr c
and the penitentiary burnwhich, judging from the appearance a very fine program. The young grad- ing liiiiii,
is kept busy turning thtni
force
PARLOR
morning,
WE
AND
he
of Chavez's face this
WILL BE OPEN
uates are five, viz.: John B. McCluln-ness- , out as rapidly as possible. The bricks
also bTieeeeded in getting. The latLawrence Keleher. Margaret aie of a very good quality and give
OF
SOLICIT
PATRONAGE
THE
ter '.lad two teeth broken and his, Maher, Mary llaight and Bertha perfect
bat-BEST
sadly
CUE.
WIELDERS OF THE
we're
facial adornments
Wardwell.
Hot weather Is here too warm to wash and Iron. Send your
tered, when he took the wit ness stand.
TABLES
AND EQUIPMENT IN THE
CASINO
Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them corStiirt
All the evidence went to show that
MORTUARY
SOUTHWEST.
BEST LINE OF CI- rectly and will deliver them to you in a nice box they will not b
Clover forced ,the hunting in all
Judge
consequence,
CONCERT
AND
BAND
crushed or wrinkled. Liomejstlc or gloss finish.
FREE
rounds, and as a
GARS AND TOBACCO IN THE CITY.
Mrs. Katherine Krick.
IN
him fifteen days,
PERFORMANCE.
TRAPEZE
Crawford
Back of Postoffice.
After an illness f two months. Mrs. FRONT OF THE THEATER FRIeilsehargins the other participants.
Call the Red Wagons.
Ka hevine Krie-k- , wife of Henry Krick, DAY
AT 7:30 O'CLOCK
NIGHT,
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.
proprietor of the Krick Bottling SHARP.
.
COAL IS DOWN.
C. mniencing wi'ti June 15. coal will works, died at St. Vincent's hospital
o
l.e sold at the Clarkville yards until at lu:3o o'clock last night, of an inThe "Affidavits" are open for a
ternal aWess. aged 39 years,
the challenge from any
team on
tun her notice, at $5.50 per ton.
Santa Fe New Mexican. The de- - earth, at the West Bowling alleys.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE EVENING CITIZEN AND GET THE NEWS
J. S. BEAVEN, Manager.
Mondy night,

prac-tricall-

j

LAS VEGAS BLUES

Pm

The W,i?

Co.

Albuquerque Browns

o

g,

.

Admission,

.

50

cents

full-valu- e

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE

-

Hich-inou-

x

d,

x

A.

J.

RICHARDS

Convenience - Comfort - Security

n

e

Trimble

Co., Agents, Albuquerque.

..TfHIlE CLU,
Pool

three-cornere-

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

a

i Billiard Parlor

The St. Elmo

L'l,-ii'i-

TO THE LADIES:

.

assi-sse-

c

Bardshat

&

i

Conley

Imperial Laundry Co.
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sary to replace the pavement In the
north areaway the sunken pavement
in front of the house in front of tho
roadway $1,(!00, and to resurface the
roof of the cast terrace, $5,000."

WASHINGTON
ITEMS OF THE
LATEST NEWS
President Charged With
Partiality in Giving
Public Patronage.
BIG WHITE HOUSE EXPtNSE

Reward for the Insurgent Deserters From Babcock' s
Opposition Ranks.
Special Correspondence.
,
Washington. I. C Juno 14. Com-many
from
heard
being
are
iilalnts
senators and representatives becauseis
that
of the apparent partiality
candidates for
shown to New York diplomatic
and
eood positions in the
that
consular service. It is claimed
far more than
the Empire State has foreign
plums,
Its share of desirable
and an examination of the records
eeems to bear out this assertion.height
A few years ago, during tho
the
of the McKinley administration,
carrying
Ohio office seekers wereIn fact so
everything before them.
many Buckeye politicians landedser-in
good positions In the government were
vice that sarcastic referencesof Ohio.
made to the "United States
This has been changed to "The Vulted
York."
States of Newninety-sipersons in the
x
diplomat service of the United States0.
to $17.-50with pay ranging from $1,800 are
New
Of this total nineteen
Yorkers, or about 20 per cen which
pull
8peaks volumes for the political
republiand capabilities of New York
oi
cans. Hut the large preponderance
serNew York men in the diplomatic
republicans
vice is a sore point with country and
parts of the
democrats in general. The disgrunt led,
republicans do not dare to charge the
president with favoritism in thedemoof patronage. But the conand
crats have no such scruples
sharp
sequently are saying some
representaof
inequality
things about
tion in this important branch of the
government.
Representative Burleson of Texas
to
has gone to considerable trouble
prove his contention that the president has slighted a large part of the
country in awarding diplomatic appointments, for while New York alone
has received nineteen appointments
have had
the eleven southern states
only three. This Is the way the south
is represented in the United Stated
diplomatic service:
Virginia none; North Carolina, one;
none;
South Carolina, none; Georgia,
Florida, none; Alabama, none; Mississippi none; Tennessee, one; Louisiana, none; Kentucky, one; Texas,
none.
Mr. Burleson points out that these
eleven states are represented on the
flnnr of the house of representatives
in- - Tiinptv-eitrmembrs. which, he
thinks, is a bad showing for the ad
ministration, in view of New York's
nineteen appointments, with thirty
ssven representatives in the house.
his analysis, Burleson
Continuing
finds that the New England states
have all told only fourteen men In the
diplomatic service of the government,
and of this number the little state of
Rhode Island claims four.
New Y'ork has carried off the same
proportion of prizes in the consular
men
service, having thirty-seve- n
drawing salary here. Mr. Burleson
complains because the eleveu states
enumerated in the foregoing have only
Burleson
offices.
fourteen consular
thinks this is particularly unjust, be
cause consular officers are the com
niercial representatives of our country
abroad, and the southern states furnish the export articles which turn
the annual balance of trade in favor
of the United States. The District of
Columbia is doing pretty well in the
g
line, despite the fact
that it has no senators and represent
atlves to press its claims at the White
House. Washington has eighteen rep
resentatives in the consular service,
The New England states, with only
twenty-nin- e
representatives in con
representatives in
cress have fifty-si- x
the consular service, which Is another
sore point for Mr. Burleson.
ht

Prices Advancing In Austria.
Consul Urblan J. 1edoiix of Prague
records tho upward trend In the
The
prices of Austrian productions.
manufacturers of celluloid wares In
Austria-Hungar- y
hnve raised their
prices by 10 per cent, giving as a reason the extraordinary rise of camphor In Japan. The shoe manufacturers of Prague hnve met the demands
of the workmen respecting the shortening of working hours and increased pay, in consequence of which and
rlso owing to the higher cost of all
raw materials, it has been decided to
increase the prices of shoes and shoe
wares by 20 per cent. This should
aid the sale of American
shoes, which have gained considerable
popularity In that district, but are
considered as a great luxury, owing
to their miuh higher prices than the
local products.
While trade in general shows all the
symptoms of it steady improvement,
the strike movement. In Bohemia has
assumed serious proportions, causing
local manufacturers great losses and
At a shirt and colembarrassments.
lar factory in Prague the cutters have
gone out on strike, and In consequence the proprietors have given
a fortnight's notice to all their two
housand employes. One of the large
breweries at Pilsen brought a strike
to an early close by allowing its em
ployes an increase of wages of 10 per
of the
cent. The chief argument
workmen in formulating their de
mands In the present increased cost
of living.
Paying for Statehood Support.
Queer stories are being told in the
house about the public building bill,
measure which is always the sub
ject of more or less scandalous gossip.
The bill has been completed for nearly two months, but for some myster
ious reason is held back in the combuildings and
mittee on public
grounds, instead of being reported, so
that Its provisions may be scanned.
It U declared that tne memuers
who deserted the republican Insur
gents and went over to the speaker in
he great statehood fight are to get
their rewards in the public buildings
bill. It will be recalled that in the
spectacular contest everything indicated the complete route of Speaker
Cannon up to the time of calling the
roll. Apparently Babcock had enough
republicans lined up against
Joint
statehood for New Mexico and Ari
zona to beat the bill. The balance of
power was heald by twenty or thirty
republicans, who were on the fence.
On the final vote these men were all
gathered in by the speaker, as well
as eight or ten who had pledged
themselves to Babcock and were relied upon by the latter to vote against
Cannon.
Chairman Bartholdt, of the commit
tee of public buildings and grounds,
announced two months ago that the
bill had been completed. But he re
fused to give out any details of the
measure and kept It carefully locked
in his desk. He said he was waiting
for the speaker to name a day when
the bill could be called up and passed.
This Is a most unusual proceeding. It
is the custom to report and print ap
propriation bills as soon as they are
ready, so that the house may become
acquainted with their provisions.
The bill this year will carry about
$25,0O0,OiK.
Chairman Bartholdt announced in the beginning of the session that the bill would be restricted
to $12,000,000 to $14,000,000, but the
committee soon ran away with him
and about doubled his original esti
mate. The total will be largely In
creased by the senate, which has
been going ahead in the most reck
less manner, passing public building
bills by unanimous consent.
The
senate has adopted public building
$5,000,-000
bills aggregating more than
without even going through the
formality of having the committee
pass upon the measures.
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office-huntin-

Cream Potatoes
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Carnation
Cream
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to have charge, not only of these four
great parks, but of any historic
ground acquired by the United States,
or any fort, battlefield or burial place
of any of Its wars colonial, revoluIt will
tionary, civil or otherwise.
have the power to enter Immediately
upon the work of marking tho battlefields and buying separate points of
Interest, such as defensive works and
points of view. In this way the commission will discharge the duty eo
long neglected of preserving the key
points of the various battlefields aud
of marking the lines.
Certain spots have been picked out
for official marking already. They include tho great battle grounds about
ami
Stone
Fredericksburg. Atlanta
River, tho field of Murfreeslxiro,
Franklin, Corinth, Nashville, Wilson
The
Creek and a host of others.
"Bloody Angle" near Fredericksburg
and the house in which tho surrender
at Appomattox was made, are to be
purchased as well as certain parts of
Valley Forge. Another notable landmark to be preserved is the remnant
of Fort Stevens, near the capitol,
where Lincoln stood on the breastworks and watched the advance of
General Early's troops.
Why Williams Filibusters.
There is something of a mystery
back of the vigorous and persistent
filibuster which the democrat es of the
house have been enforcing for the
past three weeks. Several reasons
have been advanced to account for the
refusal of Minority leader Williams
to grant unanimous consent and for
his determination that no business
shall be done without a quorum being present.
One explanation Is that the process
of obstruction and delay which the
democrats are practicing in a scheme
to defeat pure food legislation. It is
declared that the southern memuers
are opposed to this legislation because they believe it Is a violation of
the doctrine of state rights. Some of
the chief exponents of this theory
are leading the fight to block general
legislation.
the
is that,
Another explanation
democrats are making a play for the
election of democratic representatives
from the new state of Oklahoma :
John Sharp Williams has declared
that there shall be no "unanimous
consent" legislation until the republicans allow a vote on statehood.
There will be six representatives from
the new state, and if the democrats
can make the voters of the new state
believe that their admission to the
union is due to the efforts, of the
democrats in congress, they; may express their gratitude at the polls.
At any rate, business in the Nuise
is proceeding under difficulties, about
half of the time being taken up with
roll calls and efforts to secure a
quorum.
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elry, one septuagenarian
dowager
duchess paying $S0,000
for a new
tiara, and a grandee's wife, whose
jewels are among tho finest in the
world, purchased for A fabulous sum
a rope of 114 pearls as big as filberts.
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Vaudeville Bill

A

of Acrobats
SO-Minu-

te

Sketch

Dabe Lucille

Babe Florence
Illustrated Songs

Friday Night, free band concert and trapeze
performance in front of theater, 7:30 sharp.
ADMISSION, 1G and 25 cents

comim, JULY 4-

-
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The Great Carver, Champion Shot of the World.
Evil Spirit of the Plains, with His Diving Horse

mmmi

Combination. World's Greatest Sensational Show

Pittsburg. Pa.. June 13. If pretty- Carolyn H Vandersaal were not the
most popular June bride In this city.
she would nev rtheless be the center
of a great deal of interest on account
of the part, she is taking in promoting
the latest fad that ha
captivated Pittsburg's smart, set.
Mlris Vandcrsaal
imbibed the aero
spirit in New York. She has been
largely instrumental in Inaugurating
the movement for the formation of an
Aero club here, and when the first
ball-tonin-

ascensions are made this summer, as
is planned, she expects to be among
the first to enj:y the new experience.
Miss Vandersaal has long been famous locally as a devotee of outdoors
sports, and '.ier knowledge of horses
and autos is aimos; perfection itself.
She Is the daughter of S. V. Vandersaal, a prominent coal operator and
lawyi r, and will
married the latter
pan of June to Frank incent Eaton,
a member of one of Pittsburg's oldest
families.

00CCC0000C0C)00
BAND LEADER WON A BRIDE
AFTER ROMANTIC COURTSHIP

OOO0CCOOOOOCOOOG cios oooto

Don't fail to see Dr. W. F. Carver
The Flying Automobile the most
in his marvelous exhibition with shot darina and awful feat of frenzied fur
gun and rifle.
the world has ever known.
His Five Famous Diving Horses
never disappointing or making a mis- take.
The World's Greatest Sensation
the Girl In Red riding the clown horse
Cupid in his
dive.
40-fo-

PRINCELY SUMS WERE PAID BY
WOMEN
FOR
BALL
DRESSES
AND
JEWELS.
ONE
TIARA
ALONE REPRESENTING $80,000.

$500,000.
New frocks for the gala performance at, the optra, the court ball and
the garden party, worn by the 2.000
women invited, estimated at $1,500 a
head, amounted to $3,000,000. Several
women went far beyond the average
expenditure on their dresses and jew-

BIG DA YS

-

A Trio

$10,000,000

A.Madrid dispatch says: Alter the
royal wedding attempts are being
made to count the cost of the whole
series of fetes, decorations, etc., Ixirne
by tho royal exchequer, the grandees
and the public.
A modest estimate f the whole outlay is llO.uiin.noo. roughly made up by
the following Items:
l,25o,ono for the redecoration of
El Tardo palace (including the build
ing of new kitchens), for the prepara
tion of the chateau of l,a Granja for
royal honeymoon, and on the suite of
apartments for the queen in the Mad
rid palace.
$150,000 for clothing the guards regiment, the royal servants, etc., in new
uniforms and liveries.
$50,000 for the battle
of flowers.
which denuded tne gardens of Spain
$120,000 for decoration
oi the
streets, expended by the municipality
of Madrid and by private persons.
The royal lall, garden party review,
military tat no, tc, may be grouped
together as costing about $1,800,000
The outlay by individual courtiers
and women on their own adornment
was very considerable, and the details
are interesting.
New dresses, jewels, feathers, frills
and furbelcws for the wedding cost
an average of $1,500 for each, of the
300 women attending, making neajiy

14, 1906.
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ALFONSO'S WEDDING COST
THE DONS
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A DEVOTEE OF BALOONING

N

Foreign Affairs Neglected.
The foreign affairs of the United
States government has occupied less
of the time of congress this seanon
than for many years. With the ex
ception of a brief, but spirited debate
over Santa Domingo and Morocco
there has been practically no talk
whatever ubout foreign policies since
the session began. This condition is
due to the intense Interest aroused
over the rate bill. It has served to
focus public attention upon internal
rather than external problems. Ever
since the close of the Spanish-America- n
war republican politics have
been drifting toward foreign affairs so
strongly that there has been a corresponding neglect of Internal questions,
which, like the railroad and insurance
problems, are of vital importance to
Large White House Appropriation
the welfare of the country. The fact
White House expenses for the fiscal that foreign matters have fallen Into
year ending June 30, 1907, will be fully the background is pleasing to the able
twice as large as for any previous leaders of the senate.
year, except 1903, when the mansion
Preserving Battlefields.
was remodelled. The sundry civil ap
The work of buying In aud marking
propriation bill carries $113,000 for
these expenses, of which $35,000 is for the national 'battlefields is to be put
extraordinary repairs and refurnishing upon a better basis. Favorable action
and $25,000 for traveling expenses of has been taken by the house commit
the president, his attendants and in tee on military affairs on a bill for a
vited guests. This new item, which national military park commission,
Is without precedent, is to relieve the and It is thought that the measure
president from the embarrassment of will become a law.
This bill abolishes the present park
accepting free trains from railroad
commissions of ( hickamauga, Shlloh.
companies.
The appropriation for the While Gettysburg and Ylcksburg and au
iH.iuse last year was $53,000. The lur thorizes one general commission to
jiishiugs of the mansion were new in take their place. This commission Is
I'.oi, ant are now somewhat worn
Colonel C. S. Bromwell, superintend
ent of public buildings and grounds,
in itemizing tho need for repairs before the house appropriations commit"My favorite dish," you exclaim.
tee, said:
"With the appropriation requested it
Well, there's a treat in store (or
is intended to practically refurnish,
you, if
repaint aud repair the whole first floor
of the house. Tho public receptions
mid the public passing through those
rooms have soiled them, and the
and furnishings have become
no: ii and should bo replaced.
"1 estimate that in the East room,
f ir washing ceiling and painting with
tl :ee coats of oil paint and everything
: that kind, $3,0uo is necessary,
and
(Stariliud)
t r replacing draperies, regildiug
and mirrors, reupholsterlng ami
is used in its preparation.
k gilding furniture, $5,000 is ueces-;irA rich butter-fa- t milk evaporIn the Blue room $1,300 is necated
and sterilized, nothing added,
essary for washing and painting the
and only the water and disease
ciling and $3,S0( for replacing draperies, recovering walls and uphogerms squeezed out.
lstering aud regilding the furniture.
Try this recipe, and you'll not
"In the Hed room we estimate
the milkman much,
patronize
for replacing draperies, regilding
longer.
Carnation Cream is sold
cornices aud mirrors and reuphulster-in- g
by all grocers.
furniture, and In the Green room
for reupholstering furniture, $4oo will
Cream Potatoes
Ijfneeded. In the lobby, main hall ?welv Kill! pout.,. , UMrMKMiofuU l tnittrr. I tl.l.
twxjwtul ut B'nif:
lt U't
Lamm a
and usher's office, $3,200 will be used. pliluled
with uui kiixitml utir.
wtleff.
t ill lit, Hit4lurl.lrm
iatu
lurll l,ultrr, tdil tlx dilute.! irrm Bl Iicai tlt
In addition to that, It is necessary to AiUAll Hlu,
ll,c
U
In
hot.
fl..ui
tliii
lira
Itu ln wrt
vltt.h
lit
tM-J.ut new tin roof on the entire house ittli
Uuic iJi Muik
bum U tiiuutMy imiuvcU
at a cost of $3,000. Then it ii neces
-
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The Doctor offers $100 to any lady
who will successfully ride Silver Kind
in his
dive.
Excursion trains and soecial round
trip rates over railroad. Don't forgit
the date

TRACTION PARK (Fair Grounds)
ADMISSION, 50 cents
KESOEEISEIEBEI

Summer Rates West
1
You should plan to take that trip to California. You will enjoy the
change. Visit the Grand Canyon and Petrified Forest.
Liberal
limit and stopovers.
LOS ANGELES AND R TURN
$36
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN
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RS. FRANCEaCO FE3tULbO.
Special CorresiHmdenee.
Angelee, Cal., Ellery's band was play- Kansas City, Mo., June 14. Fran - lnS an engagement and Slgnor Ferullo
cesco Ferullo, the gymnastic leader 'nen ou1? owt. was attracted byher striking beauty.
She was unor hll. rys band, has won for his conscious
of the impression she had
bride one cf the richest and most made.
beautiful young women of Kansas
After despairing of ever seeing her
City.
again, Ferullo last summer arrived in
Sho is Miss Concetto Roceo, daugh- Kansas City with the band of which
ter of P. V. Rocco, a rich commission Me was then the leader. Here a mu
merchant.
tual friend introduced the young peoHack of the wedding Is a pretty ro- ple and within a few weeks the mu
mance.
Two years ago, when 'Miss sician offered his love and was ac
Rocc o and her parents were in l.os cepted.

$36

For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick-o- n
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during May, June,
July, August and September.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.

SPECIAL RATES TO THE EAST

Now is the time to take tnat trip back home. Take advantage of the low rates to the east. Tickets on sh)e at special reduced
rates for the round trip, from June 1 to September 30.
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$55.35
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$47.85
On the following dates the Santa Fe will sell excursion tickets
to the principal points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
AVyorrJng:
June
also June
inclusive, and July
inclusive. Call at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Delow
find rates to a few of the principal pointsCHICAGO AND RETURN
$51.50
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$46.50
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
$48.65
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
$39.00
Return limit oj all tickets, October 31.
T. E. PURDY, Agt.

.

The Very Best Remedy for Bowel
Trouble.
Mr. M. F. IJorrougns, an old and
well known resident of Iiluffton, Ind.,
says: "I regitrd Chamberlain's Colic, 000CCi000C-009000-CeO)0000Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
very best remedy for bowel trouble.
I make this statement
after having
used t ao remedy in my family for sev
eral years. I am never without it."
This remedy Is almost sure to be
needed ltfore the summer is over.
Why not buy it now, and be prepared Special Corrcsondence.
for Buch an emergency? For sale by
Indianapolis. Ind., June U 'I he
all druggists.
prettiest and wealthiest June bride
in Indianapolis will bo Miss Gail
OFFICIAL MATTERS
Mason, daughter of Hughes Mason, millionaire wholesale shoe and
New Postmaster Appointed.
Washigton, I). C, June 13. Mar- leather goods dealer. Miss Mason Is
guerite It. Pieper has been appointed of the petite stylo of beauty. She is
postmaster at Riverside, San Juan
county. New Mexico, vice Peiiey A. accomplished In art and music and is
highly aducated.
George, resigned.
He r husband to be is J. R. bt. Craig,
Decision in Land Contest.
member
of the real estate firm. Mr.
Am-ado
In tho contest of K. I liaca vs.
Chaves, iuvovlving a small hold- Crai' has Wen quite successful as a
ing claim No. 4158 (K. C, No. 315) for magazine writer.
tho NV ii of Section 23, Township 15
The wedding will take place at the
north, Itauge 7 west, N. M. P. M., loCentral
Methodist Kplscopal
cated in McKinley county, Manuel It. chureh onAvenue 20
and will le unite
June
Otero, register, and Fred Mueller, re- tho
stt.ihvi church wedding of the
ceiver, of tho local I'nited States land summer.
office, in a lengthy opinion have decided In favor of H.
Itaca, anil the
matter has been referred to the gen' l'.avard,
N. M.. May 31. l'JOtl.
eral land office at. Washington for
final decision.
proposals In.triplicate for He-- .
i
Public Huildinps here, will
Death From Lockjaw
'
e.
until 11 a. m., June 13,
Never follows an injury dressed with
liueklen's Arnica Salve. Its antisepthen opened. Information
prevent
tic and healing properties
1'. S.
" d on application.
blood poisoning. Chas. Oswald, merrig!,., to accept or reject,
chant, of Hi'usslaersvUle.
N. Y.,
proposals or an- part
all
pro-- !
writes:
"It cured Seth Burch, of
Knvelopes containing
his
place,
on
eore
this
of the ugliest
"Pro!
be endorsed:
should
neck 1 ever taw." Cures Cuts, Wounds.
for Repairs to Public Hulld-- !
Uurna and So cs. 25c, at all
and addressed to dipt. S. P.!
tjiur.

Communication Made Easy
EI Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City,
and alt points North and East by the

St Louis,

Chicago,

0

Rock Island System

WEALTHY INDIANA GIRL

TO BECOME JUNE BRIDE

0000:000OlVCC'00000C0000

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through

trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dining cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
For full particulars see any agent, or address

F.d-wi-

'

:

re-'- ae

-

.

CARNETT KING

V.

General Agent.

R. STILL,
Gen. Pass. Agent.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

Santa

Fe Central

SUNSHINE
Miss Gail Edwin

Mascn.

Ft. Ilayard, X. M.. May 2S. 1900.
Sealed proposals In triplicate for construct ion of Post Exchange building
and Howling Alley here, wilt be received until 11 a. m. June 15, 190G,
and then opened. Information furnished on application. U. S. reserves
riglit to accept or reject any or all
proposals or any part thereof.
containing
proposals should
bo tudors-e"Proposals for Post Exchange liulldlug aud Howling Alley,
and adlressed to Capt. S. P. Vestal,
Qmr.

Railway System

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M with the El Paso ft Southwestern,

and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
g. B. ORIMSHAW,
W. H. ANDREWS.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. afgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J. P. LYNO,
A. h. GRIMSHAW,
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt and Pass. Agt
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.

0
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lino wlil he chnti.efd,

REFRIGERATOR
You have It in

BALDWIN

YOUR OWN HOME

a very small cost,
the convenience for

BEND CAR SHOPS.
Three railroad men were slightly
burned In a fire which destroyed the
Southern Pacific car sheds at Gila
Sunday afternoon, about 5
Bend.
o'clock, says the Tucson Citizen. The
men wci4' Conductor l.illev of Tuc
son, Conductor EM son of Yuma, and
Brakemiin Northern of Tucson. The
trainmen were asleep In ihe cabooses
In the car sheds when the fire broke
out, and they were awakened Just
In time to avoid
being burned to
death.
The car sheds were completely de
stroyed, and several cabooses were
burned. It is suppose.! that the fire
originated from an explosion in a caA fruitless attempt was made
boose.
to get the cabooses out of the burn
ing sheds, but the Intense heat made
this Impossible. The sheds burned
fiercely, as they were very dry.
The Gila Bend ear sheds seem to
for this Is not the
have. a "hoo-doo- "
first time they have been destroyed.
Thev were burned to the ground once
before anil were twice blown down
by the wind.
The damage yesterday
will amount to several thousand

J, D, EMMONS, the FURNITURE MAN
BOTH PHONF.S.
AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

STREET

TO

THiS CHANCE

SE-

This Strong

Mr. F. B. Schwcntker,

FIRE DESTROYED GILA

ONE SUMMER
Is worth the iprlce. Call and ask to
see the Baldwin Dry Air Circula'or.

CORNER COAL

Albuquerque, N. M., June 5, 1906.
Manager Taclflc Mutual Life Insurance Compnny, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Pear Sir: I wish to thank you very kindly for the
check for $98.57, which I have today received from your
company In full payment for my accident claim. My
only regret la that I did not apply for a $2,000 policy
which would have given me $10 per week for the last
twenty weeks Instead of tho $5 per week which I am receiving under the $1,000 policy. I can certainly recommend your company, to all working people especially, as
my experience fully demonstrates the value of your combination policy. For almost five months now I have been
unable to do an work whatever and having a wife nnd
four children to support this accident claim has been
source of great comfort to me during my sickness nnd
enforced Idleness.
'
Again thanking you, I beg to remalh.
Very truly yours,
JOB SCI1.M1TT.
T. S. Mr. Scbmitt was severely scalded by the bursting of nn Immense vat In the local brewery some five
months ago. He carried n $1,000 policy which cost him
but $29.20 per year and provides $1,000 In case of death
and $5 a week in case of sickness or an accident and
should he live twf nty years about the entire amount paid
in will be returned to him.
F. 3. SCHWENTKER.

Guarantee

2
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WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL.
Any part falling by
moans of defective
material or workman- ship will be made good
without expense to the j
owner, Irrespective of,
time of eervica. This.
to prices, you can't beat our on the (

p

1 1

fully j.rotects you as to quality, as
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop is In the hands of skilled men and is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, up-noisti ring, trimming ana painting. King up, write or call.

Albuquerque Carriage Co
OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

CORNER

oeo-

-

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

f.

MALL. Proprietor
ft.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron

wreck. Mr. Robinson was superinW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
tendent of the New Mexico division
years ago, and the experience was not LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
a new one to him.
a
Horses and Mules Bought and ExA R N E 8 s
changed.
In the case of A. E. Barrett vs.
the El Pao & Southwestern Railway BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CJITT
compnny, a Jury In Judge Hoggin's Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
court, at El Paso, returned a verdict
In favor of the plaintiff for $3,500.
B E 8
Barrett was suing for the loss cf an
ELITE CAFE
eye which resulted from a piece of
AND ETC.
FAILED TO RUN ON
In
optics
one of bis
steel striking him
GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
SCHEDULED TIME AND SUED while at work in the shops of ihe deWEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
V. U Rivers ha filed a suit against fendant company in louglass.
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
the G., H. & S. A. Railway company
Leaving St. I.onis. July 3. a special
In the sum of $3,ooo, says the El Paso
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
limes. He sets out In the complaint party, to make a thirty days' tour of
that last January while at work in1 the republic of Mexico, will start upon
CO.
STEAM
CARPET
CLE AN T, G
Sabinas, Mexico, he received a tele- their trip In a special train. The ex-- i
gram stating that his wife had died cursion will be made over a ronietak-in7 ho Clomncr
THORNTON
in El Paso from childbirth and that
In all the principal places of InCleans everything.
He is the
was not expected to live. He terest. In the republic. The train will
the
child
Moving, packFurniture Man.
tlnuance of the present rate of In immediately went to Eagle Pass, run through Kanpas City, making the
ing and shipping, unpacking und
crease for the balance of this fiscal where he expected to he transported trip over
ROADS
the Santa Fe and Mexican
setting up, asd is no upstart at
year, it Is obvious that the earnings to Spofford Junction,
from tvhicn Central.
the business. There Is no other
jon June 30, 19U6. will be sufficient to place he cvuld
a
le transported to El
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
pay the 5 per cent dividend on the Paso.
Fol-soalleges that he was inTrain No. 8 was derailed at
IN
737 South Walter Street
preferred and still leave an amount form1, el He
at Eagle Pass that the train
thirty miles east of Lnmy, last
equal to within a small fraction of would not leave that
day on schedule evening, causing a delay of traffic for
12 per cent on the common stock. U
time, which would make connection several hours. Three cars of No. 1
will, therefore, be noted, that the with the
El
at SiKfford went into the ditch, but none of them
Santa Fe could easily place Its com-- i impossible,trainandto thai Paso
he thereupon turned over and no person was in- PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND
nion stock on a higher dividend basis wired the agent of the company at jured.
The delayed trains arrived
BRUSHES.
than is at present sustained. Those San Antonio asking him for an order here early this morning.
Leather,
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Railroad construction
and exten- Informed regarding the prospective to
a a a
Spofford
the
h"ld
train
until
at
the
sion work appears to be as actively In future of the company, state that,
tj. be Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palreported
raisers
are
Cattle
Eagle
train
from
arrive.
should
Pas
progress In the southern states as in should the crops turn out favorably
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
representative of the road at behind a railroad to run through the stops leaks.
any ether section of the country. It this fall, the dividend may be raised Th
Cash paid for Hides and
wit a
and
connections
have
Jantianlle
San
sent
Antonio
word
back
lie
that
now is questionable it that territory to a ti per cent basis.
Pelts.
,ne Santa Fe and Orient at San
not
this,
could
do
the
defendant
and
will not have the record for the year,
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
the delaved train from Eagle j1'0. "' with ,he Texas & Pacific, at
RATON MOUNTAIN IS
says the Kansas City Journal.
will
Springs.
The
proposed
line
Junc-BiPass,
Spofford
which
in
arrived
SOON TO BE TUNNELED.
During the first four months of the
THIRD STREET
cross Glasscock. Howard and Tom
A Trinidad, Colo., special says: tlon after the train had left for FJ
year there were 104 new corporations
counties,
Texas.
Green
was,
therefore,
Paso.
He
compelled
organized and chartered in the souto. The double track tunnel under Raton
with an avowed .purpose of building mountain, which the Santa Fe has io wait until tne next day to catch a
Superintendent W. A. SIcGovern of
to El Paso, and avers that this
8,022 miles of
road. If the south- been contemplating for several years, train
Southern Pacific is at Yuma with All Klnda of Fresh and Salt Meats.
the
delay
great
him
ancaused
mental
western states are Included, a that will be under way within the next guish
Steam Sausage Factory.
and personal inconvenience, tor F. G. Athearn, who is general director
Missouri, Indian Territory and Okla- three weeks, according to local ofof the Southern Pacific club houses.
homa may be embraced In the list, the ficials of the company. A corps of which he demands Judgment in the It Is the intention of the Southern
EMIL KLEINWORT.
total number of new companies will engineers with diamond drills Is due sum of $5,000. a a a
Pacific to establish a club house for Masonic Building, North Third Street
be raised to 120, and the total new to arrive here In a few days to make
V. B. White vs. the Texas & Pa- its employes in Yuma, similar to the
a preliminary test bore to find the
mileage to 11,515.
Railroad company, is the title ol one at Tucson. a a a
Oklahoma appears to be most act- easiest, route of going through the cific
a suit for damages which has been
Eight, passenger conductors on the
ive In this direction. Two new com- hill.
THE CELEBRATED
panies have been lncoruorated there.
The tunnel will be one mile long filed in the federal court at El Paso. Chihuahua division of the Mexican
The
brought
case
is
from
district
the
most
way
will
concf
and
the
it
Central
blasted
service
be
left
plans
have
the
the
of
which
Include
the
of
the
county i xas. i ne road during the iast week and as a
st ruction of 3,278 miles f new road. out of solid rock. It is estimated that co ,n
"fves 'hat
while assisting result the road has been Importing
Of this, however, a considerable part it will take two years to complete the flai,n!
a
WP"
for ,he defendant at men from other divisions to fill the
will be outside the limits of the terri- work. It will cost an enormous Jl dr!llinK
he was Permanently
tory. Louisiana comes next, with four- amount of money bnt In the end will 7y3,h'
vacancies.
while at work In the derrick.
si . jored
a oovinotho Bor,,o v.,
teen new companies, and a projected
as,,is
damages to the extent of $15,'
1Ie
For the first time in the 'history of
new mileage of 2,145, much of which, road.
travel between Mexico and the United
To reach the present tunnel In the 000.
however, will be outside the state
X,
States, l. w summer rates are to be
boundaries. Texas has to be creditted mountain it requires three large
Pay Ti. ket Clerk Harry J. Fonts,
e(fect bv (ne Natlonal and
Bottled In Bond.
with eight companies and a new mile- - mountain engines to push eight pas- - will leave n Sunday on his summer lU lnt( pent
ml Raltr.H rnmnnin.
age of 1,(178. In none cf the other senger coaches up the steep mountain vacation Mrs. Fonts will accompany v,iran
states or territories will new construe-- : side. There have been a great num- - him, snd after a short visit to friends to noints in anv nart of the United
ber of wrecks on this mountain which at Canyon City. Colo., they will go to States and return.
tion exceed 1.000 miles.
a a a
In the
ntire territory embraced has caused a loss to the Santa Fe of Denver. After a short stop at. DenKing, the Santa Fe machinJames
many
dolhundreds of thousands of
only three or four companies have
Distillers.
ver. Mr. Fonts will return home to ist f?und guilty recently
Las Vebeen formed for the purpose of extend- lars. Work will be started on the punch ticket?, while Mrs. Fouls goes gas, of putting emery in theateccentrics
KY.
FRANKFORT.
ing existing systems. All the others Trinidad and Raton sides of the to Oklahoma for a visit to friends.
a
locomotive,
senwas
of
yesterday
are for the creation of entirely new mountain.
tenced to three years In the penitena a a
lines. The largest enterprise in the
A. A. Robinson, president of the tiary by Judge Mills.
MELINI & EAKIN
Mexican
list is that in Oklahoma, of the Can- WILL SAVE TIME
Central railway.
nassed
BY CUTTING GRADES through the city this
to
adian Midland railway, chartered
morning, en
The El Pa.so & Southwestern Is reSole Agents.
build a road from Kansas City to El The El Paso & Southwestern Work- route to Mexic o, from his headquar-- ! ceivlng the first consignment of its
Albuquerque, N. M.
ing Between El Paso and Santa
Paso, with a total of 1,000 miles. Next
ters in New York. Mr. Robinson's latest orders of twenty giant lceomo-privat- e
Rosa.
Automatic Phone, 199.
would come the Kansas City, Tulsa.
car was attached to one ofltives, which brings the total number
Gulf, to build 975 miles of
Texas
the trains delayed by the Folsom of locomotives on the system to 118.
To
reduce the grade on the El Paso
road.
The Colorado, Oklahoma & South- & Southwestern between El Paso and
ern, imposes to 'build 570 miles to Santa Rosa from 1 per cent to
of
PIONEER BAKERY
make part of a route from Denver to l per cent is the aim of the engineer- SIMON BALLING. Proprietor.
ing
-department of the Southwestern,!
New Orleans. The North Louisiana
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
& Gulf, having 350 miles of projected which now has a corim of men in the
road, also desires 'a tidewater outlet field locating the new line.
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
The new grade will mean a great!
on the Gulf of Mexico. The Wichita!
We desire patronage and wre guarMountain & Orient proposes to build reduction In the time of trains
antee first class baking.
400 miles of road in Oklahoma and tween Santa Rosa and El Paso and: CONHINLti
will
mean also that the time of uv
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
Indian Territory, connecting with the
SOLID
ON
A
TWO
SIGHTS
Rock Island's fastest train, the Gol-- '
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.
LENS.
NOTHING TO BREAK
TOTI A OR API
In Texas the Brownsville, Hidalgo den State, can be cut between a half;
ITEKFEKE
APART OB
& Northern will be a close ally of the nour ana an hour between Chicago
in
Dealers
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
WITH THE
Rock Island and 'Frisco lines. It will and Los Angeles.
Grain and Fuel.
Locating engineer C. S. Henning
open up a territory in southeastern
CUT.
SI
MANUFACTURED BV THE
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Texas which Is yet wholly undevel- with a large corps of men has been
and Cigars, place your orders for
DEBDER OPTICAL CO.
oped, but is described as rich in pro- locating the proposed new line for
this line with us.
some time.
ALBUQUERQUE N.MEX.
ductive qualities.
About fifteen miles of the present
in
Many of the new undertakings
213
NORTH THIRD STREET.
West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee,
Aikansas and Louisiana are for ihe
purpose of developing coal and timber
lands, Nth of which are favorite
fields f r enterprise with railroad managers at present.
CURE BARGAINS IN

Ropalrm on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m poelalty
Foundry east Hide of railroad track.
Albaqaertae, H. M.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquettt
Bain and Old
Hickory Wagons

g

Spring Wagons
Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

BUILDING

THE GREAT

Meat Market

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

j

!as'

in-h- o

yon
what
want, we ask

v

'

J.

KORBER

Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque

CO.,

&

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJCXXXil

General Contractor
HOUSE

A

SPECIALTY

MOVING

STEWART'S STEEL LAWN FENCE.
Lead Avenue and First Street.

Cor.

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso

line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton'c drug store, Souta
Third street.

sXIEIsl il.iCiJi

SHOWING.

Large Increase in Gross Earnings
Shown for Month Over Similar
Period of a Year Earlier.
Heavy Dividend Payment
in Sight at Present Rate.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway company's statement for the
month of April fully bears out expectations. The gross earnings, us compared with the same month of the
previous year, increased 8.2 per cent;
operatins expenses, 7.2 per cent; and
net earnings, 10.4 per cent. The total
net income, after the deduction of
taxes and rentals, expanded $201,812,
or 1.4 per cent. For the teu months
ended April 30. lat, the gross gained
$,li)4.i;")t. or 14.4 per cent, and the
operating expenses increased $3,054,-nt,per cent.
During this period there was only a
moderate gain in the taxes and rentleaving a net income
als $1 7,; 4
larger by $ i,!''.'3.1 5t', or 2:1.4 per cent,
than for the same time In the previous
year. There has been a material
growth in the Santa, Fes earnings,
lioth gross and net. during the past
few years. In 1S'.'7, the gio.--s earnings
from operation were recorded at $io,.
t.21,2', while fur the first ten months
of the present flsial year they
amounted to $'i41 4,i'i"S. an increase
of $J4.1H.i.37S. $S.i':.4.'i;7, or S 19 per
cent.
In 1!05 the regular r, per cent dividend mi the common stuck, compared
with
ner cent on the preferred and
S.40 per cent on the common in the
previous year. Should tin re be a con- -

and

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

ocooooooo

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

7

Lucero

Am

to

UP

daTe signs

208 WEST 8ILVER AVE.

A.

BLOCK.

Em

WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at 217 West RaUroaa
avenue.

M.
Superintendents
Fairview
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
201-21-

1

N. Second

ex

DRAGOIE

and

MONUMENTS

IEi5r

JOES

Myer,

RENMLS

Ranches

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG

&

Real Estate

PUMPS, TANKS
AND WINDMILLS

a

A GOOD

Wootton

AND

PLANTS

IRRIGATING

fit.. Both Pnonea.

215-21-

a

j

j j

JOHNSON

A. D.

REFORM BIFOCUDS

FE MAKES

that you give
us a onance
11.
to ngurewritu

v::a:?S.

'

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

'

If quality
and iprice is

Thos. F. Keleher

An-too- k

SANTA

Ikaftlav.
Froau let

Building.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

SOUTHWEST

1

-

'4-

e

Is a luxury every one cannot afford, but with a

PAGE SEVEN.

ot

track lying In th mountains between
I orona and T:rrnnee. Many of the
curves nnd s'.cep grades of the preset line will lie eliminated. About fifteen miks of track will l.e retald In
ordrr to make the reduction In the
.
possible.
gra-lWork on the construction of the
line will l e begun in a short time and
the Southwestern will spend thousands of dollars In order to make a saving ;f a fw minutes of time on the
eastern division.

COLD STORAGE
At
Anil

this strtch

EVENING CITIZEN.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Cigars and Tobacco, arts)
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
n
300 North Broadway, corner of
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Groceries,

Was-ingto-

Mo

The Futuse Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
!

Located on the Bclcn

Cut-o- ff

ot The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa Fe Railway

Belen i3 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite
t
business sad residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old ahade trees; publle school soots, eosi-rt- f
tHfiCQ; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1,600 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrel! dally; large winery; Urea hotels,
rcaUtrtata', ate. Belen li the largest tipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, leans and bay in Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be aeUmated.

Of 1,000

IL

1

Tl
Mj

lot

r8T

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LI

LIMITED

offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation)
s
yard, drug store, btrnesi shop, etc , etc. Also a
modern hotel.

tii wood

;

GO OVER

no sand or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEaT, NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

first-clas-

s

bakery, tailor anop. shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing saos,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WAR R ANTV DI
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

JOHIJ BECKER,

T.

I
--

aaa

laalc3 aaiu,

flrst-claB-

E

DS.

Town
Improvement
Company
The
Belen
and
President'
WM. M. BERGER,

kxzm0
sefze'
CWgaBe
ft32kK.

"CKg.fanp''
sfiBTff;;

cr?r?sv

M&fe

xnaar
CHXi3m

aEPSKV

SStttk,

'a'sacus"

Vir.SX,

CaSksSW

wmsr

li

Secretary

nn

PACE EIGHT.

fU

ALBUQUERQUE

LOCAL AND

St

PERSONAL
314

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

WEST RAILROADAVE. ifc

Fair tonight and Friday.

OUR LOW vSMOES

-

WOMEN'S
WOMEN'S
WOMEN'S
WOMEN'S

CANVAS OXFORDS
TAN OXFORDS
BLACK KID OXFORDS.

..

$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $2.25
$1.65, $2.25, $2.50, $2.79, $3.00
.$1.50, $1.75, $2.25, $2.75, $3.00
$2.50, $2.75, $3.50

PATENT KID OXFORDS
OXFORDS, LEATHER SOLES
MEN'S TAN OXFORDS.
.$2.25,
MEN'S BLACK KID OXFORDS
$1.25, $2.75, $3.00,
MEN'S PATENT COLT OXFORDS
13.00, $3.50,
MEN'S

CANVAS

'.

$1.50
$3.50
$3.50
$4.00

SAUCES AND CONDIMENT8.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter'a
grocery store, axe sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

street

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynar d Co.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
SECOND

SOUTH

8TREET.

We always knew we made good soda water. We had
a pretty good opinion of our Ice cream too. Dut when
we see the continued Increase In the amount of
these good things we sell, we are Inclined to think
that other folks think them good also. Do you? Try
It, you'll see.

Druggists

LUMBER,

-

Barnett Building

CEMENT,

SASH,

-

Doors, Glass, Paint and
MAIL. ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
-

Lm

OS

TTm

m m
To any man who does not inspect our line of Outing
and
after inspection doe not conclude to buy one, at theySuits
are the

cheapest

and best In town.
AN OPPORTUNITY

TO KEEP COOL.

i

IN OUR WINDOWS
A COMPREHENSIVE

r.r;

DISPLAY OF OUR OUT
ING SUITS. SEE THEM

1

WM. CHAPLIN'S

7

ihe

KPfaWJjne Shoes

London Club

LIVERY COMPANY

Pants

turn

Prices Range from $6.50 to $20

SIMON
STERN
Railroad Avenue ClotHier

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The Store for Style, Service
Saving
and

o

o

ompany

Alaska Refrigerators,
i
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools
Mead Hay

Guns

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

First and Marquette,

Office over Mandell's on Railroad
avenue, between First and Second
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a. m., 1:30
to 5 p, m. Auto 'phone 203.

m

Whitney

Tasty Fountain Beverages

J. H. O'RIELLYCQ,

Dr.B. M.Williams
.DENTIST.

14, 1906.

o

Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.
THE ARCH FRONT.

owing to his illness, was entirely Ir
responsible nt the time he did the
shooting, and he, like many others,
believes that the fine of W should
be remitted.
Max Nordhans. manajjf r f r Chas.
Hfeld & Co., led this morning on a
valley.
business trip t the
Mr. Nordhans was In the city for the
purpose of seeing the plans for the
new wholesale nouse which Chas.
& Co. are going to erect In Albuquerque. The new building will be
erected Just east of the Santa Fe
tracks, on the south side or Railroad
avenue.
It seems to be the universnl wish
of the pe: pie of Albuquerque, except
a few disgruntled newcomers
from
the east, that the cotton and caterpillars from t lie female rot tun wood
trees are more bearable than the rays
of old Sol, and In this eonnectlon, re
marked a business gentleman this
morning, every agitation looking to
the cutting down 'tf these fine shade
trees will be frowned down by the
people who planted and watched
these trees grow during many past
years." The Citizen ventures tne assertion that, no attempt by the city
council or any one else, unless authorized by owners, will be made to
cut down the Cottonwood tree's, not
this year, at least.

THURSDAY, JUNE

CLOTHES SATISFACTION

F. F. TROTTER
Not, 118 and 120 South 8eeond

CITIZEN.

l.ouis McRae, who Is In t lie sheip
Dr. Williams has practiced his proiiislness down in the Mamlalei.a
In
fession
Las Vegas for the past
is In tlu city.
seventeen years.
H. McCnary, audltcr for the liarvev news and curio service, Is in the
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
city on oflicial business.
B
AND EXCHANGED
!
Dr. John
A. Ueidy. recen.ly
I'ittshurg, I'a., has opened an office
Attoelallon Offlet
n the Harnett building.
Trantmetlont
Captain Clark M. Carr, who was
Guaranfd
out. to his timber lands in 'the Zunl
1
ROSENFIELD'S,
8
W.
R. R. Ave.
mountains, has returned to the city.
line includes the most
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rogers left on
he flyer today for southern Cali
complete
assortment of patterns
fornia. They will be abstnt a month
SHOE STORE
or six weeks.
we have ever brought to town.
Hon. Solomon I,una and w ife ate In
Santa Fe to remain a few days, havCoats are skeleton lined, allowing
ing pone to the Capital City on this
perfect wormanship and fit.
morning s train.
No. 121 West Railroad Avenue.
Mrs. A. n. McMillen and children.
made with peg tops and
up bottoms
family of the attorney, left on the
California limited train tmlay for
White shoes are easily soiled, and
,
Cal.,
Long
where they will during the season when white canvas
shoes are worn, you want a prepara
take a cottage for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grant haml and tion that Is cleaning in use, that is
little son. of Gold Roads, Ariz., have easily applied, and that .really reNo. 424 North Second St.
arrived in this city for a visit to Mrs. stores tho original purity and smooth
Gran: ham's mother, Mrs. G. A. Wag- ness of the surface. In other words. SANITARY BOARDING
STABLE
you want "Blanco," the standard white
oner, cf North Second street.
canvas
for
white
articles
and
Ufte
leather
Clyde Alexander has reslened his
F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
posl'tion In the lecal iiostollice, and of all kinds; 10c and 25c per package,
eft this morning for listancla. where at C. May's shoo store. 314 West Rail Colo, phone, Blk. 35.
Auto., 311.
he has accepted a ositlon with the road avenue.
Hughes Mercantile company.
TOO LATE TO CLARIFY
t
"BiLi-- "
Mrs. H. H. Tilton, wlio mt with a
a
ago.
In
which
a
time
short
mlslian
small lione In one cf her limbs was IF YOU WANT help of any lnd, or
employment of any kind, 'phone,
broken, la getting along nicely, and
call, or write Abraham's Employthe limb will soon be as strong as
ment office, 120 West Silver aveever.
nue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones,
Since the moving of the ;ffice of
Automatic, 379; Colorado. 289.
the Albuquerque Traction company
to Old Albuquerque, the business of WANTED Man or ly, for board, to
do light chores. Hill's well ranch,
the Surety Investment company nas,
six miles down valley.
been taken In charge by Norman Kern-ererSea Windows
See Windows
at the First National bank.
WANTED Girl for hottl, city; good
morn
stenograpner.
Morgan
left
this
Henry
Mrs.
Abrahams Employ
ment office, 1 20 West Silver ave-- J
ing for Ix)s Angeles, after a pleasant
Wbjen we guarantee Schwab Clothes to give satdaughter,
Mrs.
nue,
at the Elite cafe.
visit in the city to her
we lelterate, the guarantee given to us by
isfaction
AdManager
W. U H. Adams, wife of
WANTEI Two carpenters,
M per
Should anything prove unsatisfactory
the makers.
urns, of the Alvarado. JHrs. Morgan
lay; 2 blacksmiths. $3.50 per day;
we ask you to let us know and we shall make it
will visit a son in Los Angeles.
25 men for Watrous, $1.75 per day;
right.
We are fallible; discrepancies creep past
25 men for Eprls, $2 per day; 25
Mrs. C. O. Harrison and two daugh
men for Grand Canyon. $2 per day;
ters, of Santa Fe, are in the city vis
tho best of us. Schwab Clothes are known as hon25 men for San Aatonlo, $1.75 per
iting the families of Warren and Ike
est clothes they are honestly made end trimmed,
day. Abraham's Employment ofGraham, brothers cf Mrs. Harrison.
The
and will stand a remarkable amount of wear.
fice, No. 120 West Sliver avenue, at
The visitors will remain in the me
fair minded man wilt find they meet his highest extropolis for a month or six weeks.
the Elite cafe.
pectations.
We have a good showing of Summer
o
Dr. and Mrs. II. F. Copp, the doctor
Styles.
Come In and look them over.
Prices
COAL
IS
DOWN.
being a well known dent ist of the city,
range
from
City,
for Silver
will leave tonight
Commencing with June 15, coal will
$10 TO $20
where Mrs. Copp will visit relatives t wold at
the ClarkvlJle yards until
and friends. Dr. Copp and a party further notice,
at $5.50 per ton.
of friends will hunt a couple of weeks
SEE BIG WINDOW DISPLAY.
J. S. HEAVEN, Manager.
In the Mogollon mountains.
were
who
taken
M
ROLLER FLOUR
The
ILL FOR SALE.
Machinery,
complete,
Including
off a train here yesterday by Chinese
Inspector O'Leary, suspected of being boiler and engine, for
roller
contrary
country
im
to
flour mill. Address, Martin Loliman,
the
In this
hearing
a
given
were
N.
migration laws,
M.
Las Craces,
late this afternoon before United
picnic
The
baskets
for sale at the
Whiting.
States Commissioner
J. F. Silva, the school superintend Mcintosh Hardware company's store
ent of Sandoval county, likewise the are indispensable for outing parties.
deputy county collector and treasurer,
WANTED.
Is in the city from his ranch at San
For Zoological Parks.
doval.
Mr. Silva reports everything
Live antelope, beaver, otter, wild
all rlKht ud the road.and plenty of turkeys, blue loco, and mountain topwater, at present, for irrigation pur knot partridges, fox and black squirposes.
rels, blue cranes, wild swans, geese
Here is a real compliment to the and ducks; and all sorts of wild aniM.
Albuquerque:
Man mals and birds. Write and tell me
merchants of
del, the Railroad avenue clothing mer what you can get. Dr. Cecil French,
chant, is in receipt of an order for Naturalist, Washington, D. C.
bellboys' suits for the Busby hotel, of
McAlester. I. T. Ine order comes
CASINO
from W. H. Cheatham, formerly of
the Alvarado, but now manager of the
FREE
BAND
CONCERT AND
Husby hotel.
TRAPEZE
IN
PERFORMANCE
J. R. Riuera. with his wife ami son, FRONT OF THE THEATER FRIThomas, will leave Monday evening DAY NIGHT, AT 7:30 O'CLOCK
next, for the west. Mrs. Ribera will SHARP.
leave the train at Flagstaff where
See the picnic baskets in the Mcinshe will visit a sister for a few weeks,
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harwhile Mr. Ribera and son will con- tosh Hardware company's display
tinue on to southern California, and winaow.
-- oPresses.
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
spend a few weeks visiting at ocean
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
resorts.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
Winchester Rifles, Shot
and Ammunition.
Trimble T. Wells, son of Dr. and
A home
Mrs. T. H. Wells, has purchased the for $1.25. made door, with trimmings
I. X. L. grocery stock at No. 901 Soutn
We are making
screens all
Edith street, and is now in posses- mortised together, window
as strong as
sion. Messrs. Hart & Ford, the re- a door, for 7 cents and
XJ3,
North First Street
South First Street
a sauare foot. A
tiring ipropriotors, will soon leave tihe screen door,
that
city, the former returning witn v his will outlast any door or
shipped In here
wife to Georgia, and Mr. Ford may from the cast, together with trimpossibly visit California.
mings, for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
Father Dumarest was In the city
just
screen doors that have always cost,
yesterday from Gallup. He has
om
a ulree heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $l..r)0.
recently
returned
months' tlilp abroad. While In EuSUPERIOR LUMBER AND
his
rope, Father Dumarest visited
PLANING MILL CO.
made
old home at Lyons, France, and
FIRST ESTABLISHED
D,
Get
your
team together, boys and
Spain.
side trips to Switzerland and
come
down
and beat the "Affidavits"
OPTICIAN IN
Father Dumarest has been transferred
from Gallup to a parish in the vi- at the West bowling alley.
NEW MEXICO.
o
cinity of Las Vegas.
The picnic baskets for sale at the
Second
Doswell,
South
the
John
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
street barber, who was seriously 111 are indispensable for outing parties.
recovered
the past few weeks, has
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
and returned to his shop. It will be
Remember. Eureka la the only lime
remembered by readers of The EvenPRESIDENT OF
man
sold
Is
the
here that will not pop, crack or
ing Citizen that Boswell
Glasses fitted for relief of poor
See that It Is
who, while delirious from fever, fired blister In the wall.
NEW MEXICO
nervous
vision, headache
and
two shots through the front window specified In your contract.
Appointments
at
arrested
strain.
made
Iioswell was
HAHN & CO.
of his shop.
OPTICAL BOARD.
and fined $30. His attending phyVann's drug store.
summan,
Whitcomb
Dellgntful
Springs
sician states positively that the
mer resort, is now open to the public. Good rooms, good meals, every
thing clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
M
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.
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WILL MAKE YOU COMFORTABLE DURING THE
HOTTEST
WEATHER,
THEY GIVE FREE ACCESS TO THE AIR. DO NOT
OBSTRUCT THE MOVEMENT OF THE ANKLE, AND SHOW OFF
THE BEAUTY OF YOUR FOOT TO THE BEST ADVANTAGE.
THEY CLING CLOSELY TO TUB HEEL AND PREVENT SLIPPING UP AND DOWN.
NO BREAKING IN REQUIRED.

EVENING

Albuquerque, N. M.

it5f HI

40i, 403

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

S. T. VANN, 0.

11 ITT

THE

Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

Eye Sight
Specialist

BOYS WASH SUITS
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See the picnic baskets In the Mcin-

tosh

window.

up-to-da-

SI.50

Boys' Russian or Sailor Blouse Suits, 3 to
8 years; brown linen

SI .75

Nobby white mercerized Russian or Sailor
Blouse, 2
to 8 years; $3.25 and

S3.50

ASK

11
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TO

E

McmTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST
tant

JgllL
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vpP
Funeral Directors

22

Embalming
Cor. Fifth

)
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Our Specially

Street and Railroad

AJ

& COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
f

Adams & Dilgard

BE SHOWN

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

CUT FLOWERS.

IVES, THE FLORIST.

Boys' Russian Blouse Suits, 3 to 5 years;
fancy colors; only
r

1-

19
Gold

FRESH

te

display

KiftYTitin
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All the newest novelties in
Wash Suits for Boys.

company's

Hardware
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See Display
in
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OurWindow
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215 West Railroad Avenue
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